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Have a great Reading Week, and make sure to pick
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Independent radio station CKUW kicks off annual fundraising event
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Colin Smith has volunteered at CKUW 95.9
FM for six years and loves a job most people
would try to avoid: he spends many of his hours
cataloguing music.
“My inner librarian tingles at the thought of
doing this work,” he said.
Smith originally intended to co-host a radio
show with a friend, but when she moved away
he was left wondering what to do. He stumbled
across the need for organizing the stacks of CDs
and other music the station receives weekly, and
the match was made.
“I like cataloguing, and I like making [advertising] spots,” he said, adding that he’s enjoyed
becoming an expert on music from his wide range
of exposure to different artists and albums.
“There have been times when I catalogued
something then ran down and bought it.”
Smith said that working for an independent
station has a unique flavour.
“It’s pretty habit-forming,” he said. “Small
things, out of the mainstream, are where the
interesting things happen.”
Friday, Feb. 10 marks the start of CKUW’s
annual Fundrive, through which the station
hopes to raise its target of $53,000 that will help
keep the station running.
The pledge campaign, which runs until Friday, Feb. 17, has happened annually since
CKUW joined the FM dial in 1999.
Station manager Rob Schmidt said the station has always met its pledge targets. He said
the fundraising was built into the station’s plans
in order to “balance our funding with support
from the community, because that’s a successful model.”

Uniter Picks
Five Fundrive events you need to check out
1. Fundrive Kick Off Party
The Lo Pub, Friday, Feb. 10 at 9 p.m.
I’m Trying Records Showcase featuring Lyzie Burt, Little House and The Hoots.
CKUbreW will be on tap.
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CKUW program director Robin Eriksson works the boards. CKUW begins its annual Fundrive on Friday, Feb. 10.

The amount is a third of the station’s operating budget and helps CKUW to maintain its
independence from advertisers, he added.
“Because we want to remain independent,
that funding from the community is really
important. It allows us to keep growing and
continue being independent,” Schmidt said.
Also, if community members are donating
money, they’re more likely to be invested in the
radio station, he said.
“It sort of builds a better relationship with
our listeners.”
And having people listen to and actively participate in the programming is CKUW’s aim.
“That’s the idea of a community station,”
Schmidt said.
Each year, show hosts bring on special guests
and live music, prizes are awarded for different
pledge amounts, and there are several live events
throughout the week.
2. Joe Nice
Rudolph Rocker Cultural Centre, Saturday, Feb. 11.
3. Jokes on You - Comedy Night
Mondragon Bookstore and Coffeehouse, Saturday,
Feb. 11
John Wilson and his crew will be funny.
4. Sexual du Voyageur
The Lo Pub, Tuesday, Feb. 14 at 8 p.m.

“We try and make the week special,” he said.
“Almost a celebration of the radio station and
our independence and all the great things we
have in Winnipeg.”
Smith sees the annual Fundrive week as an
opportunity for the community to become
involved with the station.
“It not only keeps us on our toes,” he said.
“It keeps us in touch, and I think we’re better
for it.”
Schmidt said that CKUbreW, the Fundrive
week beer from 2011, will make another appearance this year at the Lo Pub, where many of the
Fundrive events are taking place.
Chris Young, who works at Half Pints, said
there was enough demand to make an entire
batch of CKUbreW.
“Last year it sold out and that’s really the
point of it all,” he said. “Last year it sold out
pretty quickly.”
All slow jams will be playing, with DJ sets by Co-op and
Rob Vilar, along with live music by Superfantastique, a
band featuring members of Les Jupes, Boats and Viridans. A portion of the proceeds will go to the Fundrive.
5. Disintegration Label showcase
The Lo Pub, Friday, Feb. 17 at 8 p.m.
This Disintegration label showcase will feature Slow
Dancers, Cannon Bros, Haunter and Nova.

Q: Are you concerned about your privacy on Facebook?

Beth Schellenberg, Twist
Cafe barista, part-time
student
"I'm not that concerned
about Facebook. I feel like
my life would probably be
better without it."

Riley McMurray,
second-year student,
political science
"Being concerned
about privacy on
Facebook is really
mainstream."

Andrew Dearborn, Bison
Books employee, U of M
student
"A little bit, yes, because
I'm going to be a teacher.
I have to read up on the
privacy settings and be
aware not only of what
I can put up, but who
(owns) the rights to what
I put up."
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BY Carson Hammond

James Hillier, second-year
student, kinesiology
"I believe my privacy is
affected on Facebook. I'm
tightening up my privacy
settings and taking some
pictures down."
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Alysia DeFreitas,
second-year, biochemistry
"I am for sure. With
technology today, if
you can get one piece
of information from a
social networking site,
your identity could be
taken. That's why I'm
very cautious of what I
put on there."

Adam Carrigan, Security
Guard
"No, I'm not concerned
about my privacy on
Facebook. Content that
I want to keep private I
don't put on there."
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Navigating Facebook’s privacy policies
When it comes to the world’s biggest social network, how safe is your information?
The new Timeline and you
Once "timeline" is activated on your Facebook profile, you have seven days to “clean
up” your profile.
You might want to, because the new layout
allows other users to more easily view all
your old photos and posts, since the profile quickly loads up everything, even from
before the new change.
The best thing to do is go to the righthand column of years, and go through
your activity list and delete that time you
posted how much you hate your ex after
they broke up with you.

Dylan Hewlett

It has to be done manually, unless you
want to set your entire Facebook profile to private, in which case, why are you
on Facebook? You can also set posts to
appear publicly, to friends or to a customized list of people.
If you use timeline apps, such as Spotify,
make sure you read the privacy policies, as
its default settings may post things to your
wall automatically.

Internet security experts are wary of Facebook's new Timline concept, where users can more freely scroll back months or years at a time on a profile page, opening up a
user’s entire history on Facebook.

Justin Luschinski
Beat reporter

Nathan Wild got a Facebook profile a year
ago to keep in touch with distant friends.
He decided to delete his account when he
joined the “Quit Facebook” movement, but
when he visited a friend’s Facebook page later
on, he found out that his account was still on
Facebook.
"You can't delete anything on Facebook.
When you delete your account, it goes dormant, but when you log on Facebook, it still
shows that you exist,” he said.
“Those people can see you on their lists,
and people started asking me, ‘Oh, why
don't you respond to my messages?’ And I
say ‘Because I shouldn't have an account anymore,’” Wild said.
Facebook’s data use policy states you can
either deactivate or delete an account.
Deactivating just puts the account "on
hold" in case you want to reactivate it later,
while deleting it will permanently eliminate
your account, though backups and caches

might still exist for up to 90 days.
However, with Facebook’s new template,
Timeline, expected to roll out to all user profiles in the coming weeks, comes new privacy
and data use policies.
With Timeline’s magazine-like layout,
users can freely scroll back in history - months
or years at a time - on a profile page, opening
up a user’s entire history on Facebook.

“With Facebook, it’s very
easy to gather names and
information without having
to actually hack Facebook.”
- Ron Bowes, president, SkullSpace

However, the privacy settings are automatically set to “public,” meaning some people
will be posting things they thought were private.
"I think it's a bit like rearranging deck
chairs on the Titanic,” said Collin Franche, a
freelance security expert.
“Either way, it's a large system where people are putting tons of information on it,

people can still find information on you."
As of Wednesday, Feb. 1, Facebook is now
a publicly traded company, with its stock
offering predicted to be $100 billion.
According to their IPO application, 85 per
cent of Facebook revenue comes from advertising. This is in relation to the Federal Trade
Commission’s (FTC) investigation, which
ordered Facebook to uphold its privacy policies, and allow it to be audited by the FTC to
make sure they keep with those policies.
Facebook has been no stranger to controversy.
Jennifer Stoddart, Canada’s Privacy Commissioner, raised concerns over Facebook’s
“Like” button, as well as the confusing privacy policy that Facebook used to have.
Facebook has been accused from everything from selling information to advertisers to being involved in a government conspiracy.
Ron Bowes, president of SkullSpace, an
organization for computer programmers and
hackers, believes that while Facebook certainly has problems, people shouldn’t put
anything on Facebook they don’t want found

out.
"People need to be aware of Facebook, or
whatever they put online. They shouldn’t be
making the assumption that their information is safe,” he said. “Facebook accounts are
stolen all the time through keyloggers and
other programs."
Bowes is more concerned about how Facebook can be used to gather information on
people without their knowledge.
“With Facebook, it’s very easy to gather
names and information without having to
actually hack Facebook,” he said. “I’m afraid
of governments using Facebook instead of
getting a subpoena to wire-tap someone.”
Facebook accounts have been stolen in
the past, most notably by hacker attacks by
groups such as LulzSec and Team Poison.
Lulzsec has also stolen account information from PayPal and Sony's PlayStation network, forcing the network to be taken down
for almost a month last year.
Read more about managing your online identity in the culture section of this week’s issue.
Turn to page 17 for the story.

Spence Neighborhood Association rallies community to help West End fire victims
Jenna Friesen
Beat Reporter

The Spence Neighbourhood Association
(SNA) has launched an appeal for donations
for some 50 West End residents left with
nothing following a $1-million fire that broke
out in a Sherbrook Street apartment block
last month.
“We just decided to meet with other staff
and collect donations for people,” said Cortney Sinclair, a staff member at the SNA.
“They were in our community and there
wasn’t really anything happening with organizations that exist.”
The fire broke Jan. 16 at 577 Sherbrook St.
Police have since charged two men and one
male youth with arson.
Still, many of the former tenants were
without fire insurance, and some have struggled to find temporary housing since, the
SNA said.
The SNA is collecting everything from
clean clothing to bedding, food, household
items and financial support.
Sinclair said an email was sent out to
recruit other organizations to collect items.
The SNA building – a few offices and a reception area – wouldn’t be large enough to handle many donations, she said.
“We’ve just been kind of networking all
along together,” Sinclair said. “We at SNA

Jenna Friesen

Cortney Sinclair of the Spence Neighbourhood Association says former tenants of 577 Sherbrook St. were
without fire insurance, and some have struggled to find temporary housing since a fire destroyed the building
in mid-January.

don’t have the space base to collect everything, so what we did is we branched out and
asked other neighbouring organizations if …
they could help in storing items.
“From there, we just started getting a
swamp of phone calls, and the response…

has kept us busy ever since,” Sinclair said.
There are several organizations storing
donations, as well as some individual Winnipeggers who have volunteered to store items
in their homes.
About half of the families displaced by

the fire have found housing while some others are still waiting for government help, Sinclair said.
SNA is also helping displaced residents
replace basic IDs that were lost in the fire.
“It was kind of just thrown together,” she
said. “It was just kind of something that we
didn’t really have a plan set for but we just
immediately started figuring out as we went
along.”
The lot at 577 Sherbrook St. is now a few
piles of debris. Even the buildings next to it
are empty.
Two neighbouring apartments, Sun Vue
and Sterling Apts, also endured some smoke
damage. Both buildings appeared to be
empty but Sterling Apts had a sign indicating
that construction was underway.
Marouane Gharbi, working the evening
shift as the security guard at Sterling Apts,
hadn’t seen many of the residents.
“They took their things a while ago,” he
said. “Just construction now.”
He thought the construction would last
another two weeks.
Gharbi didn’t know where the residents
were living now.
“They always send them to hotels,” he said.
“They always send them somewhere safe.”
For more information, visit www.sherbrookfirevictims.ca, or call Sinclair at 7834141.

You are invited
to the

Grand Opening of
UWinnipeg’s

AnX

• The University of Winnipeg Bookstore •
• Garbonzo’s Pizza Pub •
• Starbucks •

Light refreshments will be served
Friday, February 10th, 10:30am
The University of Winnipeg AnX
471 Portage Avenue
(Enter from Winnipeg Transit Station on Balmoral)
For a campus map and parking suggestions,
please visit www.uwinnipeg.ca and click on maps.

uwinnipeg.ca
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Award-winning magazine celebrated Winnipeg culture

News Briefs

Compiled by Peyton Veitch

Big Buff’s lawyer
confident over charges
Dustin Byfuglien’s attorney is optimistic the most serious charges laid
against the all-star Jets blue-liner will
be dropped, the Winnipeg Free Press
reports. A trial date will be set on April
19, barring the unlikely event the case
is settled before that time. Mitch Robinson appears hopeful that two of the
charges in particular will be dropped.
"I'll beat the boating while impaired
charge and the refusal to give a
chemical sample,” he said. Byfuglien
returned to the Jets lineup Feb. 2 after
an injury layoff.

Kaitlyn Emslie Farrell

Jeffrey Vallis, co-founder of Sandbox, says running the magazine became too much work.

Carson Hammond

overloaded schedule involving regular work
hours and, at various times, school.
“Running the magazine was a full-time
job, in and of itself. That’s the sole reason
why we’re shutting down. It became too
much to handle, too big of a beast, and we
just can’t manage it on the side anymore.
“We didn’t want to get to the point where
we couldn’t give it our all,” he added. “Two
years was the perfect time to wrap it up in a
neat package.”

Last summer, Sandbox won the Western
Magazine Award for Best New Magazine.
“(Winning the award) was a huge achievement for us. It was really exciting,” said Vallis.
Vallis was quick to stress the importance
of the magazine’s various contributors in
terms of its success.
“Everyone who worked for the magazine
volunteered their time,” he said, “If it wasn’t
for the contributors lending their time and
talents, we would have never even made it
to issue one.”

Sandbox amassed nearly 300 volunteer
contributors in its time, giving young writers a platform to take part in Winnipeg’s
fashion and media scene.
“It’s sort of bittersweet because it’s been
a really great opportunity for writers like
myself, as well as others,” said former volunteer Kristy Rydz. “It gave us an opportunity
to push our own creative boundaries.”
Though the magazine itself has come to a
definite end, Vallis confirmed he and other
members of the Sandbox team will be collaborating with Downtown Winnipeg Magazine,
a free, biannual publication that explores
culture, lifestyle and business within the
city’s downtown area beginning this spring.
Each issue will feature a five- to 10-page
section focusing on fashion and the usual
Sandbox fare developed by some of its former contributors.
Jason Syvixay, PR coordinator for Downtown BIZ, said the partnership will be a
good fit for both parties.
“We’re really excited,” he said. “It will be a
really great way to connect with young people in Winnipeg.”
And if one thing is for certain, Winnipeg
can expect to see a lot more from the creators of the trendsetting phenomenon in the
near future.
“We all have ideas,” said Vallis. “We’re
definitely looking for ways to build on that
spirit of what Sandbox has done over the
past two years.”

COMMUNITY EVENTS

student package including a U of W bag.

information.

Skate to the spins of DJ CO-OP and DJ HUNNICUTT at the
Forks with SOUL ON ICE on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 2 p.m.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY is looking to assemble an experienced team of volunteers to assist with the salvaging and
safe removal of a wide variety of donated items. For more
information please call Greg at 204-223-5160 or email gmallett@habitat.mb.ca.

Beat Reporter

After a short, yet widely acclaimed run of
two years, Winnipeg’s own Sandbox Magazine has published its eighth and final issue.
The magazine, which acted as a showcase for local photographers, designers and
writers, managed to garner significant attention over the course of its relatively short
lifespan.
The announcement came as a surprise to
many of the magazine’s readers when it was
announced this past January.
“Was it profitable? No. Did we lose
money? No. We broke even,” said Jeffrey
Vallis, Sandbox’s former editor-in-chief.
“We never launched Sandbox to be a business - it was never intended to be a moneymaking venture. We did it completely out of
our love for fashion and for Winnipeg.”
Vallis recalled first envisioning the quarterly magazine’s concept alongside co-creator Braden Alexander during their final
months as students in Red River College’s
Creative Communications program.
“We wanted to celebrate Winnipeg culture, lifestyle and fashion in a really beautiful way,” he said.
So, ultimately, what brought about the
project’s end?
“I guess in a way we bit off more than
we could chew,” said Vallis, referring to an

“It became too much to
handle, too big of a beast,
and we just can’t manage it
on the side anymore.”
- Jeffrey Vallis, editor, Sandbox

LISTINGS

On the eve of CKUW's Fundrive, Thursday, Feb. 9, three of Winnipeg radio's craziest personalities are putting on a variety
show at Aqua Books. Join JOHNNY SIZZLE and LLOYD & SELLECK LIGHT at 8 p.m. for some laughs, music and comic book
radio theatre.
The Rady JCC Music ‘N’ Mavens season continues on Thursday, Feb. 9 with Royal Winnipeg Ballet artistic director ANDRE
LEWIS and his lecture 26 DANCING NOMADS: 70 YEARS OF
TOURING THE WORLD. All events are at the Rady Jewish Community Centre from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Fort Garry Women’s Resource Centre presents FAB FEM FUNDRAISER AND SILENT AUCTION with performances by ALANA
LEVANDOSKI and AISHA ALFA at the West End Cultural Centre
on Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m.
THE BIKE DUMP at 631 Main St. hosts a free WORKSHOP on
how to assemble, tension and true a spoked bicycle wheel
on Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 6:30 p.m. until about 9 p.m. Register in advance by emailing grhmstwrt@gmail.com or calling
204-990-1858.
The 5th annual GROWING LOCAL CONFERENCE is Feb. 23 to Feb.
25 at the Marlborough Hotel with special keynote speaker
WINONA LADUKE. LaDuke's lecture is about food sovereignty
and the green economy. For more information or to register
visit foodmattersmanitoba.ca.

ON CAMPUS
CKUW 95.9 FM, the U of W's campus community radio station,
hosts its annual FUNDRIVE, a week of special on-air programming and events on- and off-campus from Feb. 10 to Feb. 17.
Go to www.fundrive.ckuw.ca for more information.
Students are invited to attend THE UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG'S
OPEN HOUSE on Wednesday, Feb. 22 at the Duckworth Centre.
There is a carnival, free food and every student receives a

The UWSA BIKE LAB is open! Pop by between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m., Monday to Friday, to say hello or get involved. Email
bikelab@theuwsa.ca for more information, or join the Facebook group at www.facebook.com/uwsabikelab.
The UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION WOMYN'S CENTRE provides a space where womyn can build community with other womyn. To volunteer phone 204-786-9788
or email womynsctr@theuwsa.ca.
To volunteer for the UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG STUDENTS’
ASSOCIATION fill out an application on their website, www.
theUWSA.ca, or grab an application from their office in the
Bulman Centre.
To volunteer for PEER SUPPORT, email uofwpeersupport@
gmail.com, or grab an application from their office (ORM13) or
from the UWSA.
To volunteer for UWSA FOODBANK, email foodbank@theuwsa.
ca, or grab an application from the UWSA.
THE UNITER, the weekly rag you are holding right now, is
looking for contributors. See your words in print or your photos and drawings on the page. Email Aaron at editor@uniter.
ca.
CKUW 95.9 FM is seeking volunteers for the music and news
departments, and as hosts for programs. Email ckuw@uwinnipeg.ca.
THE WEST BROADWAY YOUTH OUTREACH CENTRE is always
looking for more volunteers to help with a variety of programs including sports, tutoring and other programs to benefit inner-city youth. Call 204-774-0451 or stop by 222 Furby
St. to offer your skills.
THE SPENCE NEIGHBOURHOOD ASSOCIATION is looking for volunteers to help with their programming. Interested volunteers can download a volunteer application form at www.
spenceneighbourhood.org or call 204-783-5000 for more

THE SALVATION ARMY on Logan Avenue needs KITCHEN HELPERS to assist in the preparation and serving of meals at
their children's program on Thursdays from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Please call Breanne at 204-946-9490 or email youthworker@
mymts.net.
RUPERT’S LAND CAREGIVER SERVICES RING A RIDE program
needs drivers to take clients residing in Southwest Winnipeg
to appointments, shopping and social outings. Compensation
for gasoline and parking is provided. For more information
please call 204-452-9491 or email us at rlcs_vol@mts.net.
IRCOM is seeking three more committed individuals to help
out with our Newcomer Literacy Initiative (NLI) program from
now until the end of the school year. Volunteer EAL classroom assistants with our NLI classes work with students
under the direction of the NLI teacher in one-on-one, small
group and whole class settings. Volunteers generally help
one day per week for two and half hours each shift. If you are
interested in volunteering or want more information contact
Erin at erina@ircom.ca or 943-8765, ext 23.
The NEEDS (Newcomer Employment & Education Development Services) CENTRE is looking for VOLUNTEER MENTORS. It
only takes six hours a month to make a difference in the life
of a refugee youth new to Winnipeg. Mentors connect newcomer youth to the community and engage them in educational and recreational activities. For more information contact Steph Minor at steph@needsinc.ca or 204-940-1275.
STUDENTS OFFERING SUPPORT (SOS) is an international charitable organization that raises marks, money and roofs. SOS is
looking for a set of exceptional university student leaders to
launch a chapter on campus. If you are interested in gaining
exposure to the world of social entrepreneurship please visit
www.studentsofferingsupport.ca.

Backlash over transit hike
City councillors and the University
of Winnipeg Students’ Association
(UWSA) have joined forces to fight a
20-cent transit fare hike. Along with
other social organizations, including
the Social Planning Council, the UWSA
has partnered with Couns. Harvey
Smith (Daniel McIntyre) and Ross Eadie
(Mynarski) to repeal the increase. The
motion to rescind the increase will be
introduced at City Hall on Feb. 22. Opponents of the increase argue it will
harm low-income transit users.
Reeve concerned
annexation on the table
The reeve of Springfield is worried
the City of Winnipeg may be planning
to annex part of the rural municipality.
Jim McCarthy has voiced his concern
that a project involving the city and
the province to improve fire protection by sharing services in Springfield
could be the first step towards annexation. Transcona Coun. Russ Wyatt introduced the motion, which will
provide the area with fire hydrants,
fire protection, paved roads and sewer
services that will serve the RM’s industrial park. Despite the safety concerns
that have been raised regarding a lack
of fire protection services, McCarthy is
not sold on the idea.
Cops and city still at
odds over wages
Winnipeg’s police union is asking for
a significant wage increase for Winnipeg police officers. The Winnipeg
Police Association is currently embroiled in arbitration that will decide
how much the pay of its officers will
increase this year. The city is offering
the association, who has been without
a contract since December 2010, a retroactive increase of 3.47 per cent for
2011 and a 3 per cent raise for 2012.
The union is looking for two identical
raises of 5.75 per cent each. Compared
to an annual budget of $153 million in
2006, policing cost Winnipeg $202.2
million in 2011. WPA president Mark
Sutherland argues that higher wages
are needed since a rising crime rate
is making the recruitment of new officers increasingly difficult.
Local report
explores effects of
population growth
An administrative report released
last Friday examines how Winnipeg
could approach the issue of a rising
population. Annexing parts of municipalities, service sharing and regional
planning are all options the review
considers. Over the next 20 years,
Winnipeg’s population is expected to
increase by around 174,000. Jino Distasio, director of the Institute of Urban
Studies at the University of Winnipeg,
echoes the report by stating Winnipeg
needs to start examining ways to deal
with an influx of residents. "I think we
may, in fact, see a combination (of options) where in the capital region we
start to see more agreements between
municipalities," Distasio said.
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NDP leadership Series

Niki Ashton pledges to bring Manitoba model to the federal NDP
Still committed to electoral reform, strong federal government

Separatist plot blamed for
death of Tibetan protesters
CHINA: Clashes between Tibetan protesters and Chinese police and firefighters have turned deadly after at least
three protesters were reportedly shot
down. According to the Mail & Guardian,
information regarding the deaths and
other violence has been limited as journalists are turned away from the area.
State-run Chinese newspapers have
been calling the shootings an act of selfdefence, claiming protestors mobbed
police officers armed with various weapons. While different papers have varying
accounts of the incidents, including the
number of injured officers and protesters, all the publications allege that the
Tibetan protestors had separatist intentions.
Putin protesters
struggle to agree
RUSSIA: The logistics of a protest
march in Moscow disputing Prime Minister Vladimir Putin’s 12-year rule have
been agreed on by a coalition of protesters from across the political spectrum.
Since the political opinions of the group
are so varied, members have decided to
limit the scope of their demands to political reform and improved democracy,
reported the Mail & Guardian. Supporters
of the opposition are asked not to vote
for Putin in Russia’s March 4 presidential election, which he’s expected to win.
While 26,000 people have signed up for
the march, this turnout is doubtful due
to forecasted cold weather.
Tensions increase between
police and civilians in Egypt
EGYPT: Clashes between furious protesters and riot police have erupted in
Cairo, following a deadly football riot
that killed 74 people in Port Said. According to the Mail & Guardian, Egyptians
are angered by the lack of police intervention at the football riot, which has
been blamed on supporters of former
president Hosni Mubarak by the Muslim
Brotherhood. The country’s ruling military council has announced three days
of national mourning and has fired the
Egyptian football association’s director,
board and Port Said’s security chief. The
riot has been named one of the deadliest incidents in football history.
Threats to U.S. increasing,
intelligence agency says
WASHINGTON: A recent report by the
CIA has concluded that, while Al Qaeda
terrorist threats have been diminished,
Iranian leaders may be willing to launch
attacks on American soil. According to
the Los Angeles Times, tensions between
the U.S. and Iran are related to tough new
economic sanctions placed on the country by the Obama administration and the
European Union. Nuclear warfare with
Iran is the major fear of the CIA. North
Korea and Pakistan are also named as
threats because their similar capacity
to develop nuclear weapons. The report
also calls cyber attacks against government agencies a growing menace.
Assange hearings
conclude in U.K.
BRITAIN: WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has completed appeal hearings
at the British Supreme Court against his
extradition to Sweden over accusations
of sex crimes. Assange’s lawyers argued
the warrant for his arrest is invalid because it wasn’t issued by an impartial
“judicial authority,” reported Al Jazeera.
Supporters of Assange gathered outside
the courthouse protesting the politically motivated charges, and rallying for
the man whose company internationally published secret government documents. In the U.S., suspected WikiLeaks
informant Bradley Manning is on trial
facing 22 charges, including aiding the
enemy and allowing sensitive documents to be published online.

NDP leadership candidate Niki Ashton, second from right, stands with students at the Legislative Building at the beginning of February.

Ethan Cabel

with many Canadians so that we can actually build a government that sees the value of
a balanced approach to governing.

The Uniter will be interviewing all eight federal NDP leadership candidates in the leadup to the March 23 leadership convention,
to be held in Toronto.
This week, news assignment editor Ethan
Cabel spoke with Niki Ashton.
Ashton, 29, speaks several languages and
possesses a Master’s degree in international
affairs from Carleton University.
She has served as the NDP member of
Parliament for the riding of Churchill since
2008 and is now campaigning for the leadership of the Official Opposition on a platform of “new politics,” meant to attract
young people toward involvement in the
parliamentary process.

Provincial New Democratic parties
have largely not pursued an agenda that
includes electoral reform. Considering
that you want to bring that Manitoba
model to the federal party, would that
mean that proportional representation is
off the table? If not, what would a PR system, with you as leader, look like?
Electoral reform is a very important part
of what the NDP has been talking about at
the national level and I do believe that we
need to have an examination of the kinds
of models that are available in terms of electoral reform and an understanding of the
fact that many people across Canada don't
feel that they're currently represented by the
way our electoral system works. I also feel it
is very important to engage people in our
movement and engage people in this leadership process, as well. It's a very dynamic
process and an empowering process. It's the
first time in history that people will have the
chance to vote for the leader of the Official
Opposition and it's incredibly accessible in
terms of giving people the chance to vote for
progressive ideas that can be brought forward at the federal level.
A big part of our campaign has been to
reach out to young people because I think
that so much of what we're seeing from the
Harper government, and generally right now
in our country, will have an adverse impact
on our generation and I believe we can't
afford to wait 15-25 years to get involved in
politics. We need to do that now. It is being
said that our generation, for the first time in
history, will be less well-off than our parents
and that, to me, is a real signal that we need
to get involved.

News Assignment Editor

The Uniter: The last time you and I spoke,
you mentioned that you wanted to bring
the provincial Manitoba NDP model to
the federal party. Does that mean you
would like to moderate the federal NDP
in terms of its policies or how it presents
its policies to Canadians?
I don't just mean the government today,
but there is a history of NDP governments
here in Manitoba that have a real understanding that we need to diversify the economy, support the economy, but we also need
to have strong social programs, we need to
support our Crown corporations, we need
to support our public services; and all of that
is part of supporting our communities, and
growing Manitoba.
I would also say that it involves understanding diversity, supporting immigration,
supporting multiculturalism, and I believe
that the Manitoba model is possible. It's a
combination of good government, responsible government on the economic front and
a strong social agenda. And that's, I think,
something that obviously many Manitobans
have supported and I'd like to share that
Follow @WpgJazzO

On the Quebec question, some recent
polls show that the NDP is down significantly in Quebec. How would you build
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the party in Quebec and was it potentially
a mistake to keep the eight leadership candidates on the backbench, and out of the
parliamentary spotlight, during the leadership race considering those polls?
For our campaign, the need to hold on
to our support in Quebec is essential. We
launched our campaign in Montreal. I'm
proud to be fully bilingual and I've also
encountered a lot of enthusiasm in Quebec
for Jack Layton's message and the work that
we did. We're definitely in a period of transition in terms of the leadership and in a few
weeks that will change as well, but what I
think is clear is that we do need a federal
leader that is fully bilingual, that we need a
commitment to the people of Quebec who,
in such a big way, elected members of the
NDP. I also think we need an understanding that the people of Quebec want to work
with the rest of Canada.

“Instead of actually
representing us, the
Conservatives are taking us
for granted.”
-Niki Ashton, NDP leadership candidate

That has been a recurring message that
I've heard. They threw out the separatist
option in a big way because, what I've heard
from many people, is that they recognize
that there are common challenges with the
rest of the country; the economy, the environment, our social programs and they want
to work to find solutions with the rest of
the country. I believe we need to take these
calls seriously and do the work we need to
do in Quebec, but also work toward breakthroughs in the rest of country, like here in
Western Canada, where we have the greatest
imbalance of political representation, largely
from one party (Conservatives). And like
we saw with the Canadian Wheat Board,
instead of actually representing us, they're
taking us for granted.
To read the unabridged transcript of this
interview, with Ashton’s views on party
defections and the Canadian Wheat Board,
go to www.uniter.ca.

Position: Freelance Writer
Company: The Gradzette
Salary: 10c per word
About the Position: The Gradzette is the official
student newspaper of the graduate students of the
University of Manitoba. The magazine is distributed
digitally to all 3,400 grad students monthly. Freelancers write about current projects and events relevant to
grad students.
Qualifications: The ideal candidate has previous writing experience through education or work experience.
They enjoy writing and have a good understanding of
the English language and Canadian Press writing style.
How to apply: Email editor@gradzette.com for
more information.
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Compiled by Clara Buelow

McNee, Sears named
Athletes of the Month
Women’s volleyball player Lauren
Sears and men’s basketball player
Mark McNee have been chosen as
January’s Athlete of the Month by the
University of Winnipeg Wesmen. January has been a fantastic month for
Sears with 87 kills in seven matches,
27 blocks, 15 defensive digs and 10 service aces. Sears also broke the Canada
West Women’s Volleyball single season
record for service records. McNee has
excelled as well, leading the Wesmen
men’s basketball team in scoring an average of 12.8 points per game. McNee’s
high point of the month came during
the 75-71 victory against the University
of Victoria Vikes on Jan. 20 where he
scored 31 points and 12 rebounds.
Gender-neutral
bathrooms on the way
The University of Winnipeg Students’
Association and the University of Winnipeg are re-purposing nine washrooms
around the university campus and
transforming them into gender-neutral
washrooms. The exterior signage will
incorporate the traditional male and
female washroom symbols as well as a
joint gender symbol, signifying a space
that is accessible to everyone and anyone. This change comes from the Positive Space Campaign, which has been
working to eliminate discrimination
and create an inclusive environment
for everyone who uses the spaces and
facilities at the University of Winnipeg.
Inside every washroom there will be
a sign for Q&A where people can ask
questions to develop their understanding of the campaign’s commitment to
raise awareness.
Education students to
build school in Nicaragua
A group of University of Winnipeg
education students has finally raised
enough money to start building a
school in Nicaragua. The group, Tomorrow’s Educators Building Learning Opportunities (TEBLO) started fundraising
for the project in the fall of 2010 and
its monetary target was reached this
month after it received a $9,000 donation from the Nicaragua Children’s
Foundation. In May 2013, students
from the university’s education faculty
will use the money to start building a
school in the Central American country. Laura Sokal and Don Metz, who are
both faculty members of the education
department and the U of W, head the
group. To raise money for the project
the group has been holding bake sales
regularly on campus and hosting socials. Most recently, they held an event
featuring many talented Latin artists.
Math professors unite
to change the system
Math education is not doing so well
in Canada’s western provinces and
professors are getting together to do
something about it. The Western Initiative for Strengthening Education in
Math (WISE Math) has been created by
three professors from Western Canadian Universities, including Anna Stokke from the University of Winnipeg,
Robert Craigen from the University of
Manitoba and Fernando Szetchman
from the University of Regina. Szetchman stated that “the change needed
is extremely deep and complex” and
requires a systematic change in the
education system from the elementary level to post-secondary levels.
The WISE Math movement recognizes
the seriousness of the problem and
is working on spreading awareness; it
has already received 600 signatures.
To learn more about the initiative visit
www.wisemath.org.

Campus

UWSA budget consultations produce vague results
As meetings continue, verifiable figures, fate of Soma Café still unclear
Amy Groening

Campus beat reporter
A new University of Winnipeg Students’
Association (UWSA) budget policy involving ongoing budget consultation meetings
is intended to ensure equal input from students across the board, but critics of the policy remain skeptical.
Representatives of the UWSA finance
committee held three open consultation
meetings over the week of Jan. 16, and an
online student budget survey will be open
until Feb. 29 to gather more student input.
Lauren Bosc, president of the UWSA,
said she hopes to see student jobs and funding for academic and extracurricular learning opportunities to be among budget priorities, but student input takes priority.
“I think that the really important thing is
that it isn’t necessarily up to me. I’m here to
talk to students and see where their priorities
lie and then represent that,” said Bosc.
In light of events of past annual general
meetings, the budget will be a concrete document presented at the 2012 AGM for information purposes only, Bosc said.
“At the last AGM, specific interest groups
mobilized their members and were able to
change entire departments. It was brought
up at our board of directors that this could
be very dangerous,” said Bosc.
After consultations with students and
past directors, the UWSA implemented a
new policy with a longer pre-consultation
period and more consultation meetings.
Katie Haig-Anderson, vice-president
internal, said the process is ongoing.
“We are gathering input and then creating a draft budget which will go through the
finance committee and the board, and then
we’ll make the draft available for more feedback,” she said.
It is too early to tell where student priorities lie, she added.

Stephen Kurz

The fate of Soma Cafe, a hot topic at last year’s UWSA AGM, still remains unknown.

Budget numbers were not available at this
time, said Haig-Anderson, and after a Starbucks opened in the AnX last month, the
fate of Soma Café, a hot topic at last year’s
AGM, remains unknown.
“We’re looking at the different possibilities for moving forward. A lot of people who
come to Soma come because they love Soma
not because they need coffee,” said HaigAnderson.
Haig-Anderson could not say if the
UWSA expects to break even in the budget
this year.
Rob Holt, who ran for president against
Bosc in 2011, is concerned low student turnout to the open meetings will make the consultations less effective.
Holt said he was the only student who
attended one of the budget meetings.

“The budget is going to be presented to
the AGM as a final draft which I feel is a
problem if the turnout was the same as the
time I went there,” he said.
Holt said the committee was receptive to
his comments, but there was a lack of concrete information at the meeting.
“There were no actual numbers to be discussed. Then it’s kind of a one-way street
where I tell them things I’d like to see and I
don’t really get to see the realities of the situation until afterwards,” said Holt.
Holt said he looks forward to seeing the
returns on Soma Café at the AGM. He also
hopes the AGM budget will see the UWSA
turn around some of the record-setting budget deficits that have carried over from years
past.

A crime of opportunity
$6,000 equipment theft an unsurprising event, sources say
Amy Groening

Campus beat reporter
On Jan. 15, two LCD projectors valued at
approximately $3,000 each were stolen from
a lecture hall at the University of Winnipeg.
Most AV equipment at the university is
equipped with alarms that go off if it is tampered with, but this room was new enough
to not have this security feature yet, said
Marty Grainger, head of security at the university.
“Whenever we have a theft like this we
take steps to make improvements to try to
prevent these things from happening in the
future,” said Grainger.
The thieves entered lecture hall 1L08
through an unlocked classroom door,
Grainger said.
The room, which had been converted
from two biology labs to a single lecture
hall last year, was left unlocked for student
access, said Grainger.
“We have an open campus. The unfortunate thing with an open campus is that
we have people here who have thoughts of
being able to steal items,” said Grainger.
Grainger estimates the equipment disappeared between 7 p.m. on Jan. 15 and 9:15
a.m. the next morning, when the projectors
were reported missing.
Security measures following the break-in
include increased patrolling and evaluation
of when classrooms can be locked for the
night, said Grainger.
The on-campus crime rate is low compared to the rest of the downtown area,
Grainger said.
In 2011, a total of 132 thefts were reported
to campus security. The annual number of
thefts fluctuates, Grainger said.
In 2005, there was a record high of 146

dylan Hewlett

Marty Grainger, head of security at the university, says the campus crime rate is low compared to the rest of
the downtown. In 2011, a total of 132 thefts were reported to campus security.

thefts reported. In 2007, only 83 were
reported.
Most thefts are crimes of opportunity,
said Grainger.
Crimes can be avoided if students avoid
leaving valuables unattended and take
advantage of the Safewalk and Saferide programs offered by the university.
“I think one of our biggest problems is
complacency,” said Grainger. “The programs
are here for the students and staff and they
have to take advantage of it.”
Dr. Kent Simmons, a biology professor
whose class was relocated following the theft
of the projectors, said he is not surprised the
theft occurred.
“It happens on a not infrequent basis,”
said Simmons.
The stolen projectors were replaced with

a projector cart, he said. This was not an
appropriate set-up for his class, so Simmons
obtained a room change.
Kurtis Edginton, a fourth-year education student, said he feels safe on campus,
but isn’t surprised at the nature of on-campus thefts.
“You can walk through the library and see
various laptops sitting around with nobody
watching them. It wouldn’t be that big of a
surprise if something got stolen,” said Edginton.
Second-year student Paige Tibold said it’s
the students’ responsibility to ensure their
valuables stay safe.
“If I go to the washroom or something I
say to whoever’s sitting next to me, can you
watch my stuff. It’s your stuff, your responsibility,” she said.
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Adam Johnston
Volunteer staff

Carson Hammond
Beat reporter

matthew dyck

without its fair share of employer cornercutting tales - that might prove less satisfactory.
Additionally, the introduction of
flex-time agreements as defined by the
amended ESC seems to favour employers
over workers to a certain extent.
Apart from more bureaucratically managed establishments, it was not uncommon for restaurants to grant employees
work days of longer than eight hours, overtime included, on a somewhat standard
basis prior to the recent rule changes.
It’s quite likely that most food service
workers who could stand to make use of
flex-time agreements have been working
10 hour days regularly already - albeit with
overtime included.
For this reason, I’ll wager a guess that
the apron-wearing, minimum-wage-earning half of the employer-employee spectrum will probably benefit quite marginally, if at all, from the aforementioned
changes.
Alternately, employers seeking to save
money can now potentially dodge paying

overtime to workers who regularly choose
to work longer than eight hours a day by
opting to enforce workplace regulations
more strictly.
Are these changes really so detrimental?
Certainly not.
However, they illustrate problematic
aspects of the ongoing tug-of-war between
employer and employee, specifically in the
context of a food service industry in which
the latter party generally works for as little
pay as possible.
Reforms to the ESC need to focus more
directly upon improving conditions for
workers, rather than affecting the above
relationship in ambiguous ways.
Hopefully, the next round of changes
will fight at least a little bit harder for the
little guy.
He could really use it - and he really
appreciates a polite tip for his hard work.
Carson Hammond is a second-year English major at the University of Winnipeg
and a beat reporter at The Uniter.

Public Utilities Board should allow hydro rate hike
Lucas Redekop
Volunteer staff

The Public Utilities Board (PUB) recently
denied Manitoba Hydro's request for a
rate hike.
The PUB states a rate hike is unnecessary and criticizes Manitoba Hydro for taking on too much debt to fund ambitious
new projects such as the Keeyask and Conawapa generating projects and Bipole III.
Interestingly, the PUB echoes the Manitoba Green Party by questioning why
Manitoba Hydro continues capital projects despite having enough capacity to
meet Manitoba's electricity needs.
Currently, Manitoba Hydro has a capability of 5489 megawatts (MW) with a
peak demand in Manitoba of 4261MW.
An additional 200MW is expected to be
added this year when the new Wuskwatim
dam becomes operational.
Further, Manitoba electricity consumption has dropped in the past two years.
The PUB is right that the construction
of these projects is not for domestic consumption, but a response to three exports
deals signed between MB Hydro, Wisconsin Public Service, Xcel Energy and Minnesota Power.
Wisconsin Public Service is buying
100MW from 2021-2029, Minnesota
Power is buying 250MW from 2020-2035
and Xcel is buying between 375-500MW
from 2015-2025.
Hydro is also in negotiations to sell
another 500MW to Wisconsin Power,
which, if signed, will spur the construction
of Conawapa.
The Keeyask capacity is 695MW, costs
$5 billion with construction finishing in
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It's not easy being green

Reforms to ESC should focus on workers
Recent changes to the Manitoba Employment Standards Code (ESC) could potentially have a negative effect on workers in
the province.
A news release found on the provincial government’s website outlines the various alterations, which have been in effect
since Jan 1.
Among other changes, employees can
now “voluntarily enter into an individual
flex-time agreement with their employer’s
approval.”
Such an agreement allows employees
to rearrange their work weeks - provided
that they work over 35 hours per week - so
that they can work longer shifts but fewer
days.
With a flex-time agreement in place,
employees can work up to 10 hours per
day without being paid overtime, but cannot exceed 40 hours per standard week.
“These changes will help Manitoba’s
food services sector to better plan and
schedule work times to meet customer
needs while at the same time giving our
workforce opportunities to spend more
time with their families,” says Scott Jocelyn, the executive director of the Manitoba Restaurant & Foodservices Association.
While at first glance the introduction
of flex-time agreements appears fairly
benign, the ground-level implications of
the new rules pose a number of concerns.
Despite numerous safeguards written
into the amended sections of the ESC,
which are intended to prevent employers from coercing or forcing employees
into entering into flex-time agreements,
poorly-informed or uncritical workers
could still potentially be taken advantage of by employers looking to save a few
bucks on payroll.
The ideal implementation of the new
ESC changes is relatively harmless; it’s
their real implementation, largely in the
food service industry - an industry not
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2019 while Conawapa is 1485MW, costs
$5.6 billion, and will be built in 2024.
However, when the new capacity is
added minus the confirmed and potential
sales, by my estimates, Hydro will still be
producing an excess of 1000MW.
Hydro mentions that it is planning for
growth in Manitoba but relying on domestic consumption grossly discounts the ability
to meet future growth with conservation.
Without a sizable domestic demand,
Hydro will need to find more export markets.
Conversely, the PUB argues that the
current abundance of natural gas and a
prolonged economic recovery will dry up
further American export sales.
The PUB's pessimism invokes a negative scenario where Manitobans are building more environmentally destructive and
expensive dams while demand dries up.
However, the utilities that are buying
Manitoba's power tell a largely different
story, even when considering low natural
gas prices and stagnant economic growth.
To my surprise and despair, but to
Hydro's gain, many purchasers of Hydro
continue to be largely dependent on coal.
Wisconsin Public Service uses 65 per
cent coal, Minnesota Power uses 1451MW
of coal, and Xcel energy relies on coal for 51
per cent of its generation, which amounts
to a staggering 8000MW.
Basin Electric Power Cooperative, which
does not currently buy from Hydro but
serves the northern states, uses 3000MW
of coal power.
So despite my environmental concerns
over new mega-dams, there is an environmental argument in favour of dams if they
replace coal.
Furthermore, carbon pricing and

tougher Environmental Protection Agency
air quality standards will make hydro from
Manitoba even more attractive.
An excellent example is the situation the
small utility company Montana-Dakota
finds itself in.
They are operating at capacity and provide 500MW of which 58 per cent is coal
and 24 per cent is purchased from other
utilities (some of which is purchased from
the same companies that Manitoba Hydro
sells to).
Montana-Dakota wants to eliminate
their purchases through conservation,
wind, new gas plants and an upgrade to
their coal plant. Even with these changes
coal will still make up 53 per cent of their
generation in 2015.
In a 2011 report they admit stricter environmental regulations will likely lead to
more purchases.
Therefore, barring a tragic American
retreat from carbon regulation, buying
Manitoba Hydro is a favourable option for
American utilities.
So I understand the PUB's role in protecting customers from being gouged.
However, from an environmental standpoint, higher prices could be beneficial
when hydro replaces coal.
This is not to say that Manitoba Hydro
should not follow Ontario and be more
aggressive in conservation and renewables,
but their new projects seem reasonable
under the current circumstances.
And a final side benefit in allowing a
price hike is that a higher price often leads
to more conservation.
Lucas Redekop is a mature student at the
University of Winnipeg with an interest in
civic discourse. He lives in West Broadway.

Many within the environmental movement discuss
issues with overly simplistic solutions or with endof-the-world type scenarios that give people little
hope.
Many Manitoban environmental activists view
them through either dark green or pale green glasses.
Quite simply, those with a pale or light green perspective view the issue through personal responsibility or transformation. Take for example, activists
who say we should compost, ride our bike or buy
organic soaps to get our way out of this environmental mess.
Those on the dark green end have more of a pessimistic view, blaming everything on capitalism, and
believe we should cut back on economic growth.
Some activists, for example, would not only compost and bike but would believe in going back to the
simple way of life in the name of deep ecology.
It’s great to preach the gospel of composting to
kingdom come.
It’s great to ride your bike and give yourself a golf
clap knowing you have played your part in saving the
earth.
However, the light green environmental view is
too simplistic and narrow minded.
It’s great for dark green environmentalists to blame
everything on capitalism and economics, along with
doom and gloom about if we don’t change, the polar
bears will become extinct.
However, again, it can only get you brownie
points to an extent.
To go even further, a January Winnipeg Free Press
article discussed the monthly gathering called Green
Drinks, in which Winnipeg environmentalists meet
to discuss the issues of the day.
One quote from the article by Green Action Centre’s Josh Brandon perfectly summed up the isolationist attitude felt by Manitoban environmentalists: "I feel like we're pretty isolated in the environmental community... [This meeting] reminds us that
we aren't working alone in our little silos, but part of
a broader movement.”
Environmentalists in the province feeling isolated
may have to do with the fact that their “pale green”
and “dark green” ideas don’t hold much appeal for
the so-called average Manitoban.
I have been to these gatherings and have seen the
marked divide between dark and pale green environmentalism.
I agree with the science.
I agree we are driving off a cliff with Mother
Nature.
I agree our weather in the future could be just as
bad as the predictions.
I agree Canada without polar bears in a world
devoured by climate change just won’t be the same.
However, I am not convinced just buying the latest veggie burger, riding my bike or crying about the
capitalist system is going to solve this big problem;
rather, it’s much deeper than that.
We need a bright green view of the issue in order
to solve the problem.
Bright green environmentalism looks toward solutions like renewable energy rather than complaining
about everything.
Its proponents include sustainable development
champions like Alex Steffen, who had coined the
phrase and spread it through usage numerous times
on the Worldchanging website, as well as in interviews and speeches.
We need to look at what good things have
occurred in recent years, including the advancement
of renewable energy, an industry that saw a 40 per
cent increase in global deals in 2011, to US $53.5 billion, according to a PricewaterhouseCoopers report.
We need to look at the gains made in the green
jobs movement and how that has linked different
groups in the U.S., making the issue more appealing to the working poor and middle class, along with
different ethnic groups; we need to look at how that
can be used here in Canada.
We also need to look at how clean technologies
can potentially leapfrog polluting technologies in
remote communities and developing countries.
I know it’s not all peaches and cream; I know it
can be bleak some times. But at the end of the day,
neither dark nor light green will making solving this
problem any easier.
Maybe a brighter look at things by Manitoban
environmentalists will engage more people, and
make it easier to be green.
Adam Johnston is a graduate of economics and rhetoric, writing and communications from the University
of Winnipeg. He works as a commodities reporter in
Winnipeg and as a renewable energy writer for www.
cleantechnica.com.
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A fantastic voyage
Legendary Manitoban explorer leaves behind a legacy
Erika Miller
Volunteer

On Jan. 28, 2012, after a two-year battle
with cancer, accomplished Canadian canoe
adventurer Don Starkell passed away at 79.
Don was born and raised in Winnipeg; he
became impassioned with canoeing in 1948
when a devastating flood struck the city.
The muddy Winnipeg waters that
drowned the city during the flood found
Don paddling his foster family’s canoe
through the streets to get supplies and offer
assistance to others.
The waters must have infected him with
a strange disease: a thirst for adventure. Don
later went on to explore the Amazon by
canoe and the Arctic by kayak.
Don’s Amazonian adventure began on
June 1, 1980, when he and his two sons, Jeff
and Dana, embarked on a 20,000 kilometre canoe voyage from Winnipeg to Belem,
Brazil.
The trio began by paddling up the Red
River into North Dakota, and then made
their way through the United States into
waters just south of Mexico.
They stopped their gruelling journey to
rest for three months in Veracruz, Mexico
where Jeff abandoned their adventure.
Don and Dana carried on together as a
father and son duo that would face enormous obstacles and hardship, including possible death.
Paddle to the Amazon is an incredible
account of Don and Dana’s two-year expedition, written with the help of journals Don
kept during the trip.

Ayame Ulrich

An excerpt from the book says the men
came face to face with piranhas, alligators
and wild pigs on their voyage, and experienced being shot at and arrested by the
authorities who had mistaken them for spies
and drug smugglers.
The men survived the pains of food poisoning and near starvation, sometimes
resorting to eating roasted ants.
They faced modern-day pirates in Colombia, only to escape and make it to Venezuela,
where the duo became trapped on a sandbar

due to strong headwinds. Their food supply ran out, leaving them near-death on the
Gulf of Coro - but miraculously, they made
it out alive.
The men finished their extraordinary
journey two years later on May 2, 1982.
They went on to have their names immortalized in the 1986 Guinness Book of World
Records as record holders for the longest
canoe trip ever, at an astounding 19,603 kilometres.
Following his treacherous Amazon adven-

ture, Don was even more enamoured with
exploration. In 1990, he undertook an equally
exhilarating solo kayak mission through the
Northwest Passage to the Arctic.
Paddle to the Arctic, Don’s second book,
chronicles his 4,800 kilometre trip through
icy waters, a journey that cost him the tips
of his fingers and toes to frostbite.
Unfortunately, due to the injuries he sustained from the weather, he was forced to
desert his expedition when he reached Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T. He was only 50 kilometres
from his goal.
Don was quoted as saying, "When I did
the Arctic trip, I gave absolutely everything I
had and that was success.”
Yet in a life filled with incredible events
and obstacles, another unbelievable event in
Don’s life occurred in March 2010, when his
home caught fire while he was inside.
He survived, but he was seriously injured
- he suffered smoke inhalation and burns.
However, he overcame his injuries with
the same lively spirit he had during his
adventures.
In 2006, Don was inducted in the Manitoba Sports Hall of Fame and Museum for
his great exploits, and Don’s improbable life
will be immortalized again in a forthcoming
documentary by Chris Forde, a friend of the
Starkells.
Many people have called death life's last
adventure.
I’m sure a man like Don Starkell would
agree.
Bon voyage, Don, and rest in peace.
Erika Miller is a student at the University of
Manitoba.

Dayna
"I knitted this scarf
myself. Comfort,
thriftiness and
craftiness inspire
my style."

The Uniter Fashion Streeter is an ongoing documentation of creative fashion in Winnipeg inspired by the Helsinki
fashion blog www.hel-looks.com. Each issue will feature a new look from our city’s streets and bars in an attempt to
encourage individual expression and celebrate that you are really, really good looking.
Jesse Rodgers
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Five local bands to watch in 2012
The Uniter’s annual round-up of Winnipeg musicians you should keep an eye on

Fire and Smoke

The Blisters

The Burning Kettles
Nicholas Friesen

Arts and culture editor

The Blisters

Since getting his first guitar at 14 and learning some chords from his mom, Selkirk’s
Daniel Monkman has made three albums.
Having various friends back him over the
last few years, he finally solidified a lineup
as The Blisters this year after a move to Winnipeg.
“I got in contact with (Montreal/Winnipeg-based label) Woven Records and they
told me I should start up an actual band,”
says Monkman, 20. The label released the
My Bloody Valentine-inspired Insects EP late
last year.
“I got really into the Beach Boys when
I was younger, that's still my main inspiration,” he says. “The next album might
change to a different style, it depends on
what I'm into at the time.”
The Blisters are currently recording a new
LP and plan to tour it with Woven’s assistance.
“I like Winnipeg a lot, but I know there's
so many other places where people are raving about music even more.”
Check out The Blisters live at the Edge
Gallery on Tuesday, Feb. 14 for a My Bloody
Valentine tribute show and Friday, Feb. 24
with Absent Sound at the Rudolph Rocker.
Visit www.theblisters.bandcamp.com.

Still Lights

In the early 2000s, Winnipeg had a heavy
love affair with the sounds of Manchester
and ‘90s Brit pop.
Taking things back a notch is Still Lights,
a five-piece that includes Kris Buhrer, Andy
Haleen, Jean-Louis Wittinger, Kyle Satterthwaite and Cory Thomas.
Harking back to Joy Division and
Depeche Mode, Still Lights actually holds a
former U.K. resident among its ranks in the
South African-born Buhrer.
Trading demos with Thomas, the two
formed a bond over the need to create something new.
With a rare, unapologetic darkness to it,
Still Lights’ debut four-song Dead of Night
EP promises to deliver the new wave sounds
you’ve been craving. Watch for it on Mon-

Softcore

treal’s Galy Records.
Still Lights release the EP with a show on
Friday, Feb. 17 at the Park Theatre.
Visit www.stilllights.com.

Softcore

Formed a year and a half ago to score singer
Lasha Mowchun’s film Confetti!, this fempunk trio is rounded out by Taylor Burgess
(2Tailz) on drums and David Dobbs (Vampires) on guitar.
“Lasha, Taylor and I seem to fall into
place together when creating music,” Dobbs
says via voicemail, as we were unable to nail
down an interview time during the band’s
rigorous recording schedule. “We challenge
these aspects in our everyday lives along with
our careers as individuals.”
With a sound heavily influenced by Kathleen Hannah (equal parts Bikini Kill and Le
Tigre), Softcore is as known for its ragged,
chaotic tunes as it is for its manic stage presence.
“The band is a trio working its way
through the underground messes of Winnipeg, the social scenes and how we generally
misbehave with ourselves everyday,” Dobbs
says, cryptically.
Hear Softcore’s five song Dissues sampler
at
www.soundcloud.com/microdreamer/
sets/softcore-dissues.

The Burning Kettles

This seven-piece anti-folk outfit was formed
out of a partnership between singer-songwriters Bryn Rieger and Rebecca Hill.
Though the current seven-piece lineup has
only been together about six months, it just
recorded an EP at the Mid Ocean School of
Media Arts.
“Becky and I would hire random musicians to play shows with us and we just
became friends with them,” says Rieger,
20. “Band dynamics are weird. We built it
around two individuals, but we sound like
a band.”
Having released a solo disc last year, the
nine-song The Big Fysch, Rieger quickly grew
tired of the solo lifestyle.
“I've been playing (folk music) since I was
15. I just needed a change and wanted to be
louder," he laughs. “We're kind of fleshing
out our sound and this EP was really good
and encouraging for that I think.”

Still Lights
Last month saw the release of albums by Lyzie Burt and John K. Samson among others. Here are a few
more local artists with releases planned for 2012.
A Waste Odyssey

Fire and Smoke

Kato Destroy

Pop Crimes

Against Belief

Grand Master

Laika

Red Moon Road

The Blisters

Haunter

Little House

The Ripperz (DVD release)

The Burning Kettles

Hey Pilgrim

Mahogany Frog

Slow Dancers

Dawson Blaine

Hope Atlantic

The Manic Shakes

Still Lights

Dangercat

JR Hill

Mary Jane Stole My Girl

Departures

Hoarfrost

Mise En Scene

Voit (Grand Theft Canoe
re-issue)

Ex Modern Teen

JP Hoe

Nova

Federal Lights

The Hoots

Of English Oaks

Visit The Burning Kettles online at www.
myspace.com/brynandtheburningkettles.

Fire and Smoke

French/English folk duo Fire and Smoke’s
formation was all thanks to a chance meeting at the Winnipeg Folk Festival in 2010.
“I was walking around the campground
at 2 a.m. and I wound up at a campfire
jam. Dan was there and we started playing
together. He came up to me after and said,
‘Who are you? Why haven't I seen you play
before?’” says Claire Morrison, 20.
“(He later) tracked me down on Facebook
and said, 'Hey, do you want to keep playing
together?' I couldn't say no because he had
already booked our first show.”
Daniel Péloquin-Hopfner, 25, and Morrison have already released the Maiden Voyage
EP, recorded with award-winning engineer/
producer Norman Dugas. Recorded live off

the floor in September 2011, it was out by
November.
“We were dedicated to keeping it similar to our live sound,” she says. “If we hire
session players, we can't reproduce that live.
It should still sound like you're in the room
with us when we play.”
After winning prize money from Radio
Canada/Chant’Ouest, the duo is slated to
record again, but have to finish it before the
end of the fiscal year. Since Péloquin-Hopfner is currently touring with Red Moon
Road, they’re arranging the songs over the
phone.
“I think of it as a challenge so that I don't
get too scared of it,” Morrison says. “Maybe
pressure like that is good, even if I don't necessarily enjoy it.”
Check out Fire and Smoke at this year’s
Festival du Voyageur and online at www.fireandsmokemusic.com.
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Music Listings
Blues band THE DETONATORS perform at the
Royal George on Regent.

Standard.

SUNDAY, FEB. 12

The CKUW SOULCASE SHOWDOWN featuring THE
NOBLE THIEFS is at the Lo Pub with GUERRILLAS
OF SOUL and THE SHALLOW END.
It's ACOUSTIC PUNK A GO GO at Pop Soda's
with JOHNNY SIZZLE, DOUG MCLEAN, RACHEL
QUELCH, TASH GRAHAM, THE BRAT ATTACK,
UP'N'ATOM, and dare I say a reunion set from
GRAMPA'S ARMY!
SULTANS OF STRING serenade the crowd at
McNally Robinson.
SCOTT NOLAN plays the Standard.
THE PERPETRATORS and THE BOTTLE ROCKETS
together at the Times Change(d).

THURSDAY, FEB. 16

CLAIRE BESTLAND and BILL BOURNE play the
West End Cultural Centre.
BAD COUNTRY serves up good country at the
Standard.
DON ROSS and BROOKE MILLER perform at the
Park Theatre.
BIG DAVE MCLEAN plays the Times Change(d)
High and Lonesome Club.

MONDAY, FEB. 13
Local Latin group MARIACHI GHOST play CKUW
WORLD MUSIC NIGHT at the Lo Pub from 6 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m.

Local metal act EYAM plays the Zoo alongside Antikathera and Mortalis on Saturday,
Feb. 11. Eyam will release a brand new video for the song "Architects of Starvation"
at the show.

THURSDAY, FEB. 9
Montreal jazz composer YVES LÉVEILLÉ performs with his quartet at the West End Cultural Centre.
ALLISON DE GROOT and MARCEL DESILETS perform at Gordie's Coffee House, 127 Cobourg.
ICED EARTH is back with SYMPHONY X at the
Garrick Centre.
It's BRODY-PALOOZA at Times Change(d) High
and Lonesome Club.
FAIRLY ODD FOLK is at Juss Jazz.
CHOOSE YOUR CHARITY CONCERT SERIES continues with Nathan's KERI LATIMER raising
money for the West Central Women's Resource
Centre at the Winnipeg Free Press News Café,
237 McDermot Ave.

FRIDAY, FEB. 10
CKUW 95.9 FM FUNDRIVE 2012 kicks off a week
of events with the I'M TRYING RECORDS showcase featuring THE HOOTS, LITTLE HOUSE and
LYZIE BURT at the Lo Pub.
Vocal group CHIC GAMINE are singing at the
West End Cultural Centre.
Punks and Metalheads cram the Cavern when

QUAGMIRE, THE AFTERLIFE and THE XANADUDES
play.
RIGHTEOUS IKE and GUERILLAS OF SOUL play
the Times Change(d).
LOST PRIORITY, HELLRIDE, KING SLEEZE and
NATION OF DISTORTION rock Ozzy's.

SATURDAY, FEB. 11
Local metal act EYAM plays the Zoo alongside
ANTIKATHERA and MORTALIS.
Baltimore's famous DJ JOE NICE spins at the
Rudolph Rocker, 91 Albert St. alongside local
Dubcity Steppers TURTILIAN and THEO TZU.
THE BOKONONISTS are blastin' the Cavern with
THEY SAY.
MANITOBA MUSIC holds a pre-party for its Charity Curling Bonspiel featuring A WASTE ODYESSEY, DJ HUNNICUTT, HAUNTER and MODERN
ROMANTICS at the Lo Pub.
DEMETRA, AMIR AMIRI, TWIN and THOSE GUYS
perform at the Oikos Co-op.
GRIPPIN' GRAIN continues with its 21st installment with CO-OP, FOOTWERK, JOHN SMITH and
LONNIE CE at the Pyramid.
THE WIND-UPS play the Times Change(d).

FRIDAY, FEB. 17

TUESDAY, FEB. 14
Spend Valentine’s Day at SEXUAL DU VOYAGEUR, a night of slow jams at the Lo Pub, featuring DJ CO-OP, ROB VILAR and SUPERFANTASTIQUE (made up of members of Les Jupes,
Boats and Viridians).
THE SOLUTIONS sing soul songs of love at the
Cavern.
It's a honky tonk CLUSTER PLUCK! Valentine’s at
the Times Change(d) High and Lonesome Club.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15
THE TWANG TRUST ROOTS ROCKIN' FUNDRIVE SPECTACULAR is at the Lo Pub with the
HATCHER-BRIGGS band and Super Special AllStar Mystery Guests. Starting at 6 p.m. and
going ‘til 8 p.m.
Also at the Lo Pub it's the TRANSISTOR 66 FOLKROCK-SHOW-CASE-SHOW-DOWN featuring THE
CROOKED BROTHERS and the MAGNIFICENT 7S.
BEN WYTINCK and MARCEL DESILETS play Aqua
Books, 274 Garry St.
SASSY JACK is at the Royal George on Regent.
THE BRAT ATTACK are back at the Pyramid
alongside punk rock acts SEAL THE DEAL, THE
NAKED MIDGETS, GREG REKUS and STEVE MCBEY.
ED KOWALCZYK - you know, the guy from LIVE plays Cowboys, 1034 Elizabeth Rd.
The West End Cultural Centre hosts the FAB
FEM FUNDRAISER with music by ALANA LEVANDOSKI.
ANDREW NEVILLE & THE POOR CHOICES play the

THE DISINTEGRATION SHOWCASE SHOWDOWN is
at the Lo Pub with Disintegration Records artists SLOW DANCERS, CANNON BROS, HAUNTER
and NOVA.
ROYAL CANOE's big EP Release party is at the
West End Cultural Centre with guests ALANADALE.
STILL LIGHTS EP release party is at the Park
Theatre with guests.
THE BOTTLE ROCKETS release their brand new
CD at the Cavern.
TAKE ME TO THE PILOT, ANDREW MITCHELL, FERRISWHEELS and THE NEW CITIES play the Ellice
Cafe & Theatre.
DIEFENBOCKER! ISOLATION! WOLFSBLOOD! Hardcore night at the Standard!
BLADELAZER, HALF DEAD HUSKY, NAUTILUS and
TORN FROM FLAMES are at the Zoo.
THE LARRY MCCRAY BLUES BAND plays the Pyramid.
The F-HOLES play the Times Change(d).
The CHOOSE YOUR CHARITY CONCERT SERIES
continues with DON AMERO at the Winnipeg
Free Press News Cafe, 237 McDermot.

SATURDAY, FEB. 18
SUBCITY is playing their second last show ever!
It's gonna be rockin' with THE VIBRATING BEDS
and the READYMIX DJs at the Pyramid.
ILLUSIVE MIND perform their multimedia project Pembina alongside CLOUDFIGHT and VIRIDI-

ANS at the Atomic Centre, 167 Logan Ave.
NATHAN ROGERS pays tribute to his father
STAN ROGERS at the West End Cultural Centre.
LLOYD & SELLECK host HEY PILGRIM and MARY
JANE STOLE MY GIRL at the Standard.
MAYOR MATT ALLEN & HIS LITTLE BUDDIES are
back with ELECTRIC SOUL at the Cavern.
Folk rock act FEED THE BIRDS play Pop Soda's.
Jazz Winnipeg presents the AL SIMMONS BAND
at the Park Theatre.
HEY PILGRIM plays the Standard.

SUNDAY, FEB. 19
ROBERT GLASPER EXPERIMENT performs at the
West End Cultural Centre.
BAD COUNTRY is at the Standard.

TUESDAY, FEB. 21
THE NEW LIGHTWEIGHTS play the Times
Change(d).

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22
ACTION RAPS LOUDER a hip hop show featuring TESTAMENT OF TEST THEIR LOGIK is at Mondragon and is hosted by Native Youth Movement Winnipeg.
TROUBLE & STRIFE perform at Pop Soda's.

UPCOMING EVENTS
BOATS 3rd Album Fundraiser is at the Lo Pub
Feb. 25 with DEPARTURES and SALINAS.
MAGIC SLIM & THE TEARDROPS play the Pyramid
Cabaret on Feb. 25.
Two punk rock legends for the price of one:
HUGH CORNWELL of the STRANGLERS and GLEN
MATLOCK of the SEX PISTOLS play the Pyramid
on March 3.
ELECTRIC SIX return on March 13 at the Pyramid. You have been warned.
Ex-Can front man DAMO SUZUKI is coming to
the West End Cultural Centre on March 22.
Folk fest favourite THE CAT EMPIRE plays the
Garrick Centre on April 4.
JOEL PLASKETT and FRANK TURNER play the
Garrick Centre on April 21.
SOCIAL DISTORTION play the Burt on April 23.
THE GREAT LAKE SWIMMERS are back at the
WECC on May 4.

MORE MUSIC THIS week

YVES LÉVEILLÉ

MARC ROSS

Since moving to Montreal from Lévis, Que. in 1984, Yves
Léveillé has been celebrated by both Canada and France as one
of the most skilled jazz pianists in either country.
He is in high demand both at home and abroad, with performances as far away as Singapore, and this demand brings his
quartet back to the West End Cultural Centre on Thursday, Feb.
9.
Léveillé has been touted as “one of the most gifted composers of the current scene of every stripe” by Dominique Denis of
Toronto’s L’express.
In the 1990s, Léveillé created his ensemble in order to play
his original works, but he is also known for backing and working with other singers and artists, most notably Paul McCandless in New York in 2007.
Léveillé released his first album in 1999, entitled Signal Commun, which was released on the then fledgling Montreal-based
jazz label Effendi. In the time since, the pianist has released
five additional albums on Effendi, all of which were critically
acclaimed.
Léveillé’s most recent work, 2010’s Chorégraphie, has been
called “indispensable or essential” by Le Devoir, and received
nearly perfect star ratings.
Christophe Rodriquez of Le Journal de Montreal called
Léveillé a “choreographer sensitive to the slightest movements
of the soul with a remarkable sense of cohesion and adventure.”
The album covers his work over the previous three years, and
features many collaborations with other Montreal talent.
See Yves Léveillé at the West End Cultural Centre on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $16 in advance at the WECC,
Ticketmaster, Music Trader and The Winnipeg Folk Festival
Music Store, and are $20 at the door. Visit www.yvesleveille.ca.

After spending a good part of the last year going back and forth
over the 49th parallel, Winnipeg/Montreal-based vocal group Chic
Gamine is happy to be playing a half-homecoming at the West End
Cultural Centre this Friday.
“We have a lot of friends and family here that are super supportive, so it always feels good,” singer Alexa Dirks says a day before the
band heads south again, this time to shoot a video in Minneapolis.
Between touring the States with musician Marc Broussard and
a fall showcase in New York, the band - which also consists of percussionist Sacha Daoud and fellow singers Andrina Turenne, Ariane
Jean and Annick Bremault - has been winning over fans everywhere
with their intricate harmonies.
They are looking to spread the love with their first American
release, a collection of freshly remixed tracks from their first two
albums.
January saw the Juno Award-winning group perform a delicious
rendition of their song I Don’t Lie (re-written as I Love Pie) on the
CBC Kids’ show Mamma Yamma.
“It’s not every day you get to interact with a puppet,” Turenne
says. “We met the puppeteer, Ali Eisner, at the Dauphin City Music
Festival this summer and we totally hit it off with her.”
Eisner loved the band’s set, and took some CDs back to her producers at the CBC who were also won over by the group’s dulcet
tones.
"Sure enough, they booked us a month later," Turenne says.
Catch Chic Gamine Friday, Feb. 10 at the West End Cultural
Centre. Advance tickets are $20 at the WECC, Music Trader and
the Winnipeg Folk Festival Music Store, and $25 at the door. Visit
www.chicgamine.ca.

This versatile transplanted Winnipegger returns to the city on a
solo tour of Canada.
Ross, not one to be idle about music, has built an impressive
repertoire of songs since his last tour across Western Canada.
Musically evolved out of a Paul Simon-like songwriting style,
he has been known to emulate the pop sound of Jason Mraz or
even get bluesy in a John Mayer vein.
However, his influences have combined to create a sound with
sincerity and heart; thoughtful and honest is how Marc Ross performs.
Ross is a natural collaborator, having worked with many local
musicians over the years.
He spent five years with the Winnipeg rock band Elyon, before
branching off to other projects including working with folk singersongwriter Matt Epp and pop chanteuse Jodi King.
In 2010, Ross collaborated with producer Adrian Bradford
to produce his heartfelt and catchy EP, Blue Sky Behind. The EP
shows incredible diversity, from simple piano and guitar reflections, to lively clap-along-style pop tunes.
With constant touring across Canada, Ross has kept his musical muscles in great shape.
Ross is constantly writing songs and tinkering with his craft.
Whether it’s an album cut or played acoustically on a ukulele, Ross
can play his songs with a disarming honesty. He’s nothing if not
dedicated.
This current tour sends Ross as far east as Montreal. With his
Winnipeg date coming on the end of his string of shows, it is
bound to be a good one.
Marc Ross is playing at Dylan O’Connor’s Irish Pub, 2609 Portage Ave., on Saturday, Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. with local acts Mitten
Claps and The Mighty Oak. Tickets are $5 at the door. For more
information, visit www.marcrossmusic.ca.

- Alex Krosney

- Timothy Dyck

- Kaeleigh Ayre

CHIC GAMINE

visit uniter.ca/listings for more of what’s happening
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Royal Canoe: Of bathtubs and drum beats

Dylan Hewlett

The musical mad scientists in Royal Canoe rehearse in their practice space. Clockwise from top, the band is:
Matt Peters; Brendan Berg and Matt Schellenberg; Michael Jordan and Derek Allard; and Bucky Driedger.

Aaron Epp

Managing editor
Royal Canoe’s new EP is all about Winnipeg,
but instead of referencing the Golden Boy
and provincial highways, the local rock band
sings about bathtubs.
Bathtubs is the name of the second song on
the disc, and with its refrain of “The bathtubs
in the hallway are here to stay / The bathtubs
in the hallway are in the way,” the song is,
on the surface, about the building where the
band rehearses – an apartment block whose
suites have been converted into jam spaces
for local bands.

“Those great intentions
are a great metaphor for
Winnipeg, where you have to
work really, really fucking
hard at surviving the winter
and getting through the
obstacles that Winnipeg
provides.”
- Matt Schellenberg, Royal Canoe

At one point, the building’s owner took
the bathtubs out of each suite and moved
them into the halls. The members of Royal
Canoe found themselves struggling to get
their gear past the tubs whenever they had
shows to play.
“I’m sure they put the bathtubs there with
some thought that they might sell them at
some point, but (they) just didn’t,” keyboard
player Matt Schellenberg explains. “We were
thinking, those great intentions are a great
metaphor for Winnipeg, where you have to
work really, really fucking hard at surviving
the winter and getting through the obstacles
that Winnipeg provides.
“I love this town, but we were just thinking how we would love to get past the bathtubs in the hallway.”
At the same time, guitarist Bucky Driedger
points out, the lyric “There’s still a degree of
celebration” shows that the song isn’t merely
an indictment, but a celebration of Winnipeg’s complexities.
“It’s a pretty joyous-sounding song,” he
says. “There is a sense where you can get

slogged down, but there’s still some reason
why we keep coming to this shithole (practice space) and keep wanting to write the best
songs that we can even though there’s a lot of
things in the way.”
The exuberant ode to surviving this city is
a key track on the EP, titled Extended Play,
which the band - Schellenberg, Driedger,
singer Matt Peters, bassist Brendan Berg and
drummers Derek Allard and Michael Jordan
- will release with a show at the West End
Cultural Centre on Friday, Feb. 17.
Extended Play is the follow-up to the band’s
debut album, Co-op Mode, and even though
it contains just four songs, it’s an eclectic EP.
But then, people familiar with the band
shouldn’t find that surprising.
Over the past three-and-a-half years, Royal
Canoe have established themselves as musical
mad scientists, throwing rock, pop and hip
hop into a blender to create catchy-as-hell,
dance floor-ready songs with odd time signatures and distorted vocals.
Think of them as the child that would
result, however inexplicably, if the Beatles,
Peter Gabriel, Vampire Weekend, Outkast
and Fever Ray had a hymn sing followed by
an orgy.
When writing songs, the band usually
starts with the drum beat. Building songs
around rhythms is different from how they
approach songwriting in their other bands,
which include The Waking Eyes and The
Liptonians.
“The idea of being in a band where the
rhythmic aspect is not only a big focus but
often the genesis of the song was just an
exciting experiment at first,” Driedger says.
“Through that, (I realized) how important
rhythm is in pop music—almost sometimes
more than the chord progression and the melody. The melody and the chord progression,
that’s the stuff that grabs your ear, but it’s the
rhythm that really energizes the song.”
Some of the songs took two-and-a-half
years to perfect, with the band working 60
hours a week in their rehearsal space at certain points.
They tracked over a dozen songs during
the two months they spent recording at Private Ear with co-producer/engineer John Paul
Peters from November to January. They’re
saving the rest of the songs for an album that
will come out later this year or next.
For now, the band will drag its gear

Supplied

through the hallway where the bathtubs used
to be to the West End Cultural Centre for
the EP release show, and then on a tour that
will take them across Western Canada, then
to South by Southwest in Austin, Texas, and
then to Canadian Music Week in Toronto.
“We want to do this, and we want to do it
for a living,” Peters says. “We want to travel as
much as we possibly can, we want to get our
music out to people and we’re all really confident about what we’ve made.”
Now that’s cause for celebration.
 See Royal Canoe at the West End Cultural Centre
on Friday, Feb. 17
 Alanadale will also perform

 Doors at 7:15 p.m., music at 8 p.m.
 Tickets are available at the WECC, Music Trader
and Into the Music for $15, or $17 at the door. Both
ticket prices include a free copy of Extended Play
the night of the show.
 Visit www.royalcanoe.com

 Only at www.uniter.ca
Local recording engineer/Royal Canoe
collaborator John Paul Peters talks about
working with the band, plus his involvement with the album Propagandhi are
recording right now.
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FILM
AMIGO shows nightly at Cinematheque from
Friday, Feb. 10 until Sunday, Feb. 12 at 7 p.m.
and again on Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 9 p.m. and
Thursday, Feb. 16 at 9:30 p.m. Directed by John
Sayles, Amigo is a powerful drama of friendship,
betrayal, romance and heartbreaking violence.
Werner Herzog's INTO THE ABYSS shows at Cinematheque Friday, Feb. 17 until Thursday, Feb.
23. Visit www.winnipegfilmgroup.com for showtimes.
The Dude abides in Winnipeg on Feb. 25 when
cult movie THE BIG LEBOWSKI shows at the Garrick Centre at 7 p.m. for Lebowskipalooza 2012,
a fundraiser in support of the Alzheimer Society of Manitoba. The event will include a film
screening, movie trivia, games and lots of White
Russians.

LITERATURE

Lansdowne Prize for Poetry Series winner
J.R. LEVEILLE reads with KATHERENA VERMETTE
and ROSANNA DEERCHILD on Sunday, Feb. 12 at
Aqua Books, 274 Garry St.
There will be a book launch for PEOPLE'S CITIZENSHIP GUIDE: A RESPONSE TO CONSERVATIVE
CANADA with authors ESYLLT JONES and ADELE
PERRY on Monday Feb. 13 at 7 p.m. at McNally
Robinson.
The book launch for FEELING CANADIAN: TELEVISION, NATIONALISM, AND AFFECT with author
Marusya Bociurkiw is at Aqua Books on Feb. 16.

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS
Tumble Contemporary Art presents RE-FIND/
RENEWAL runs until Thursday, Feb. 9.
Mentoring Artists for Women’s Art (MAWA) presents AUTHENTIC TRANSFORMATION on Thursday,
Feb. 9. Work by PATRICIA PENNER, SOL DESHAMAIS and LORI ZÉBIÈRE.

MUSIC PREVIEW

Celebrating Canadian music
Winnipeg-based Polaris Music Prize jurors set to discuss the award and the albums
that might make their list
Derek Loewen

Volunteer staff
For nearly six years, the Polaris Music Prize has
celebrated the best music that Canada has to
offer.
Started by Steve Jordan, former artists and
repertoire executive for Warner Music Canada and True North Records, the Polaris Prize
is used to exhibit Canada’s diverse and progressive musical offerings.
Jordan will be in town Wednesday, Feb. 15
to moderate the Polaris “Half Year in Review”
salon at the Winnipeg Free Press Cafe. The
event will give local Polaris jurors the opportunity to champion some of their favourite
albums from the past six months.
According to its website, the jury for the
Polaris Prize is composed of “200 members
from local and national media who display a
wide breadth and depth of knowledge of Canadian music and passion for discovering new
medias.”
Jill Wilson is one such adventurer who has
sat on the jury since 2006.
The current editor of The Tab and Detour
sections of the Winnipeg Free Press began her
music journalism career by editing the University of Winnipeg’s Stylus Magazine from 1994
to 1998.
Wilson has much to say about how the
Polaris Prize has changed the Canadian music
industry.
“Canadians can be self-deprecating about
their music at times,” she says. “(The Polaris
Prize) legitimizes Canadian music and makes
people see that it’s worth something.”
Each year, jurors submit a list they think are
the five best Canadian albums from the past
year.
Depending on how many jury members
pick the same album, there is a long list of 40
albums that is compiled and released in June.
The jury then resubmits their top five picks
from the long list. Finally, the 10 shortlisted
albums are released in July.
These are then voted on by 11 panelists in
September at the Polaris Prize gala which takes

SUPPLIED

Polaris founder Steve Jordan, pictured here with Bif Naked, will be in Winnipeg on Feb. 15 to take part in a panel
discussion about the coveted music prize.

place in Toronto.
Among the 200 jurors is Winnipegger
Mykael Sopher. His blog, PaintingOverSilence.
com, is on CBC’s Top 30 list for Canada’s Best
Music Website.
This is his second year on the jury and he has
a few highlighted albums he will be discussing
at the salon.
“I’m planning on talking about an album by
The Weather Station called All of It Was Mine,”
says Sopher. “It’s a one-woman project from
Toronto. It’s really stripped-down, soul-bearing folk.”
Wilson also agreed that the album was a
standout for her after she gave it a listen. Both
she and Sopher also agree that Firecracker/
Cloudglow, the debut LP from local duo Can-

non Bros., was a standout and may make it on
to their lists as well.
The Polaris Prize is exclusively judged on
musicianship, a trait that Sopher says is a blessing and a curse.
“There are a lot of records that have to be
consumed. It can be overwhelming by the
sheer choice and the sheer amount of talent
that’s out there.”
Polaris Record Salon “Half Year in Review”
will take place Wednesday, Feb. 15 from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m. at the Winnipeg Free Press Café
(237 McDermot Ave.) with Sopher, Wilson,
CKUW’s Jenny Henkelman and Uptown Magazine’s Jared Story and John Kendle. Visit www.
manitobamusic.com details.

FILM REVIEW

I ain't your amigo
Powerful war film gets first
Canadian screening
John Van Laar

Volunteer staff

Gallery 1C03 and Oseredok Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre present I LIKE TO
BELIEVE I AM TELLING THE TRUTH by CHRIS REID
until April 14. Chris Reid will be giving a talk at
an opening reception at Gallery 1C03 on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.
Negative Space presents DEAD BEATS by
SHAWNA CONNER, a collection of paintings that
interrogate the liminal architectural-like spaces
between the domesticated and wild. Showing
until Feb. 11.
Platform Gallery presents ANDREW HARWOOD's
latest exhibition, SÉANCÉ, until Saturday, Feb.
25. Infamous in Toronto’s Queen West scene
as an artist and performer (under the stage
name Madame Zsa Zsa), Harwood is crafting a
new body of work confusing the internationally
renowned history of Winnipeg séance photography circa 1900, and the contemporary queer bar
dance circuit. Harwood will give a talk about his
work on Saturday, Feb. 18 at 3 p.m.
Cre8ery gallery also hosts Michael Joyal's 365
DAYS BEFORE I SLEEP until Feb. 21.
Semai Gallery presents INTROSPECTIVE works
by TOM LOVATT until Saturday, Feb. 25.
The Winnipeg Art Gallery shows SCULPTURAL
INSTALLATION FROM THE PERMANENT COLLECTION until Feb. 26.
Wayne Arthur Gallery presents THE COLOUR
OF OUR SEEING: TWO VIEWS OF THE PRAIRIE
AND THE CANADIAN SHIELD, paintings by LUBA
OLESKY and RUTH KAMENEV until Feb. 29 at 186
Provencher Blvd.

Amigo

Directed by John Sayles, 2010
124 minutes
Plays at Cinematheque on Feb. 10 to Feb 12 at 7 p.m., Feb 15 at 9 p.m.
and Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Amigo is a powerful drama that takes place in
the not-so-famous Philippine-American War
of 1899-1902.
American troops come into a village (Barrio)
and occupy it to bring out rebels that are loyal
to General Emillio Aguinaldo.
The head man, Rafael, “the Amigo,” is in a
serious predicament. His son has run off to the
mountains and joined the bandits, of which his
brother is the leader.
With a cynical Catholic priest who does him
no favours, Amigo is constantly accused of collaborating with the bandits, who have their
own suspicions as well.
The lieutenant of the occupying troops tries
to work with the villagers by winning their
hearts by allowing them to have their yearly
festival.
Colonel Hardacre (Chris Cooper) wants
none of that and decides to make examples
and flush out the bandits with the help of their
Amigo.
“I have to live with these people, Colonel.”
“No! Lieutenant, you have to war with these

SUPPLIED

Director John Sayles on the set of Amigo with Academy Award-winning actor Chris Cooper.

people!”
War is business and it's business as usual.
Reminiscent of the American wars that had
been battled several decades later in the name
of democracy, it occurred to me that the policy
of the Americans in this war set the precedent
for all the other wars they have fought: Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan.
Here was a village in an isolated part of the
Philippines that worked well with the system
that they had had for many lifetimes.
Nevertheless, because the Americans had
declared war on Spain they would rid them of
the tyranny of colonialism and set the people
“free.”
This village was to endure and bear atrocities,
sorrow and betrayal all in the name of democ-

racy. The more the Americans tried to help the
more there was pain and suffering endured by
each villager.
Young naïve American troops bumbled
through the jungle with no idea what they were
doing there, or what kind of damage they were
causing.
Their ignorant bliss made me laugh, along
with their attempts at romance and their explanations of the diverse culture and complexity
of customs and traditions.
There in itself was a story wrapped in a story
with the bigger drama unfolding.
Director John Sayles (Eight Men Out) creates
a beautiful, sad, poignant story of the consequences of war that people caught in the middle have no control over.
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Theatre Preview

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS

Anything’s possible

PLUG IN ICA presents A MOON OR A BUTTON,
LIKE-MINDED and AND ALL WATCHED OVER BY
MACHINES OF LOVING GRACE. All three exhibitions show until March 25.

The University of Winnipeg’s theatre students tackle Howard Barker’s The Possibilities

The Manitoba Museum presents CIRCUS! SCIENCE UNDER THE BIG TOP. The exhibition demystifies the daring and death-defying feats of the
greatest show on earth, and puts you in the
centre of the action. The exhibition runs until
April 9.

Matthew TenBruggencate
Volunteer

Several wooden platforms, a gravel pit and
hanging street lamps fill the performing space
of the University of Winnipeg’s theatre building. The set for The Possibilities - the theatre and
film department’s current production - looks
like a darker, meaner version of a schoolyard
play structure.
But this isn’t a playground and it isn’t simply a set either.
It’s a laboratory where 11 actors-in-training
will have their skills and hearts stretched by
Howard Barker’s collection of conflict-related
vignettes.
“It is very much a lab,” says director Chris
Brauer. “On a night by night basis, the actors
have a lot of freedom to open their hearts; to
explore their emotional palettes and work with
their partners.”
“When I chose this particular play, it’s not
because it’s happy-go-lucky or even the usual,
‘You left me and I’m sad’ scenario. It demands
an extreme emotional palette; one that’s experienced by a majority of the world’s people, but
only a minority of our own (local) population.
“The goal ... is to learn and grow. We want
them to own their performances and try shit
out.”
Kristian Jordan and Amanda KristjansonReshaur are two of the actors being stretched by
Barker’s poetic meditation on barbarity. They’ve
been rehearsing long hours with their cast mates,
preparing for the show, which opened this past
Tuesday, Feb. 7.
“Barker doesn’t just want to entertain,” says
Kristjanson-Reshaur. “He wants to take us emotionally and intellectually as far as possible.”
“There’s a Barker quote that goes, ‘In life we
always say this far and no further; my sanity
demands it. In the theatre we must say this far
and further; my sanity demands it,’” says Jordan.

Urban Shaman Main Gallery presents ELK
DREAMER’S DREAM by LINUS WOODS. The exhibition goes until Saturday, March 10.

The WAG is also showing AMERICAN CHRONICLES: THE ART OF NORMAN ROCKWELL from
March 2 until May 20.

THEATRE, DANCE & COMEDY
Prairie Theatre Exchange presents LOST: A MEMOIR on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m.
Manitoba Theatre for Young People presents
THE CAT CAME BACK on Thursday, Feb. 9 at the
Shaw Performing Arts Centre.
SEAN LECOMBER brings in the laughs at Rumor's
Comedy Club on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m.
The Crosseyed Rascals present HOW I MET YOUR
RASCAL, an improvisational comedy Valentine's
and birthday show, on Friday, Feb. 10 at Prairie Theatre Exchange's Colin Jackson Studio at
7:30 p.m.
DYLAN HEWLETT

University of Winnipeg students perform a scene from The Possibilities.

The Possibilities certainly pushes the limits of
content.
Each of the play’s 10 scenes is set in the context of a past, present or imagined future conflict: the Russian Revolution, the Holocaust and
the Rwandan genocide, among others.
The play is an emotional mountain the students try to tackle in their own way.
“I don’t think any of the actors have lived situations like they face in this play,” KristjansonReshaur says. “We have to scale it down and
personalize it.”
“After we auditioned, Chris asked us to tell
him a story of a decision we faced in our life that
- in the context of our life - was catastrophic,"
Jordan says.
“A decision that changed the path we were
on,” Kristanjanson-Reshaur adds.
“You have to put the play in the context of
your life,” Jordan finishes.

Brauer acknowledges it’s a challenge for his
young actors to tackle the weighty subject material.
“That is the great struggle. We’re working very
hard not to look at it politically. Each vignette
is really about choice. How does the given individual respond to a set of circumstances that
promise to be transformative. Even - or perhaps
especially - because it’s in the face of death. The
cast will go as far as they go with it.
“What’s great about this group,” he adds, “is
how far they go; how they let it rip.”
The Possibilities runs until Saturday, Feb. 11 at
the Asper Centre for Theatre and Film on the
University of Winnipeg campus. Tickets are free,
but reservations are recommended. Call 204786-9152 or visit www.theatre.uwinnipeg.ca.

The WSO presents FOR MICHAEL: THE MUSIC OF
MICHAEL JACKSON on Feb. 10 and Feb. 11 at 8
p.m. at the Centennial Concert Hall.
TIM NUTT performs at Rumor's from Tuesday,
Feb. 14 to Saturday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m.
CRUMBS presents BERLIN OR BUST #13: THE
IMPROV COMEDY RAISER FOR FUNDS at the Gas
Station Arts Centre, 445 River Ave. on Saturday,
Feb. 18 at 8 p.m.
STUART MCLEAN AND THE VINYL CAFE makes at
stop at the Centennial Concert Hall on Sunday,
Feb. 19 at 2:30 p.m.
MTC John Hirsch Theatre shows THE FIGHTING
DAYS until Saturday, March 3.
COMEDY OPEN MIC NIGHTS in the ‘Peg are Sundays at the Cavern with JOHN B. DUFF, Tuesdays
at The King’s Head Pub and Mondragon, and
Thursdays at the Standard Tavern.
Shaw TV’s WEEK THUS FAR tapes in front of a
live studio audience at The King’s Head Pub
every Monday at 7:30 p.m.

dance Preview

The first steps are always the hardest
Students from RWB Professional Division create original pieces for competition
about this and decides to get vengeance on
him. So he gets the first character inebriated,
and in the story he brings him down into a
dungeon, and leaves him there to perish.
“In the dance, you get the gist of it, but
you don’t get the details. It’s the fear of being
left alone, with no hope, I guess is what I’m
going for. Just the idea of tricking someone.”
While he initially pondered casting the
duet for two males, Jacques decided on a traditional pas de deux pairing of a male and
female classmate.
The piece is accompanied by score music
from director Francis Ford Coppola’s Bram
Stoker’s Dracula.
“It’s lovely strings, it’s a bit of piano. It’s
really, really dark. It builds really well.”
Great things and great people have come
out of previous competitions.
Peter Quanz, celebrated choreographer
and director of boundary pushing company
QDance, whose piece is the highlight of the
RWB’s final show in May, began honing his
skills in First Steps.
Jacques hopes to continue performing, but
he also has other aspirations following his
graduation from the school this year, including joining the RWB Aspirant Program.
“First I hope to perform more, and choreograph on the side, and in the end I hope
to be more of a choreographer.”

Kaeleigh Ayre
Arts reporter

We all start out crawling. Once we’ve built
up the confidence and curiosity, we take
the risk of standing up. Usually we fall, but
once we’ve gotten the hang of it, found some
inspiration, and built up the momentum, we
take off.
Life is similar for the students of the Professional Division of the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet School.
As with most artists, they are not content
to be pigeon-holed, to remain just as performers, the brush of another painter, applying the strokes of paint to a blank canvas.
This desire to express through one’s own
work is what led to the creation of the First
Steps Choreographic Competition in 1990.
First Steps allows Professional Division
students to hold complete artistic control
over their pieces, from inspiration to costumes, lighting, staging, casting and music
selection.
This is the third year that Level 7 student
Phillipe-Alexandre Jacques has created a piece
for the competition.
Hailing from Ottawa, Jacques, 19, is a
graduate of the University of Winnipeg Collegiate. An RWB student for three years,
Jacques says he came into dance late, but that
doesn’t mean he loves it any less.
“It was a hard decision between university
and continuing with dance (once I had graduated),” Jacques says. “Dance won.”
Jacques has been dancing since he was
eight years old, but began ballet at age 10.
“I did a lot of tap and jazz, and some ballet, but I didn’t really start professionally until
three years ago.”

SUPPLIED

Celebrate Valentine's Day with the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

Jacques’s composition for this year’s competition is quite dark, as he found inspiration
in the Edgar Allan Poe short story, The Cask
of Amontillado.
“It is quite a dark piece, yes. It’s a story

about vengeance.
“It’s a duet. The first character does something horrible to the second character. We
have no idea what it is, we just know it is
horrible. And the second character finds out

The RWB School Professional Division First
Steps Choreographic Competition takes place
from Tuesday, Feb. 14 to Saturday, Feb. 18
at 7:30 p.m. in Founders’ Studio at the RWB
Building, 380 Graham Ave. Admission to
competition performances is by silver donation. Tickets to the Awards and Performance
Gala on Feb. 18 are $25 and available at the
RWB Customer Service Office or by calling
956- 2792.
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MUSIC AND COMEDY PREVIEW

Local ladies live loud
Aisha Alfa and Alana Levandoski stand up for Winnipeg women
Matthew TenBruggencate
Volunteer

“People - not just women - have a hard time
expressing their biggest and best desires,” says
Winnipeg-based comedian and life coach
Aisha Alfa. “When someone gives you the
space to speak to who you are and the positive things in your life, it gives you power.”
She’s talking about the Fort Garry Women’s Resource Centre (FGWRC), the nonprofit, feminist organization that operates three locations in Winnipeg - on Ellen,
Waverley and South Pembina - where
women can go for services and support that
range from acupuncture to legal advice or
self-defence classes.

“Helping women helps the
whole population; you can’t
just be a guy and say, ‘This
doesn’t affect me.’”
Supplied

- Aisha Alfa, comedian and life coach

Alana Levandoski (pictured) will perform a few tunes while Aisha Alfa cracks you up.

Women who use the FGWRC include
business executives and street youth (the
centre takes a non-discriminatory stance on
who it serves). All services offered are free.
On Wednesday, Feb. 15, the FGWRC is
holding its third annual Fab Fem Fundraiser
at the West End Cultural Centre.
Alfa is hosting the evening with a blend
of stand-up comedy and motivational speaking. She’s eager to support the FGWRC,
where she’s taught positive thinking workshops for the past two years.
“The women who work there - and the
women who go there - are amazing,” Alfa
says. “I’m really passionate about what they
do. Helping women is important because

we only make up over half the population.
And helping women helps the whole population; you can’t just be a guy and say, ‘This
doesn’t affect me.’ Guys have to look at the
women in their life - their girlfriends, wives,
mothers, sisters, daughters - and know that
if these women get help to live better, it benefits everyone.”
Manitoba folk/pop artist Alana Levandoski is joining Alfa on stage.
The all female lineup is a conscious choice
by the event’s organizing committee members, who have larger goals for Fab Fem than
just raising funds to support the centre’s programs.
“It’s a great evening of women com-

ing together, sharing and entertaining each
other,” says board member Kelly-Ann Stevenson, who’s helping put the event together.
“It’s an opportunity for our board, staff and
the women activists in the community to
network, socialize and build awareness.
"Quite often the work that is done by the
programs at the centre, well ... it’s a demanding job. So it’s good to have an evening of
fun together.”
Stevenson knows about demanding jobs.
By day she’s a lawyer for the Winnipeg
Regional Health Authority’s Youth Forensic Services, advising female offenders on
resources they can access in the community.
She joined the FGWRC’s board just over

two years ago when she heard they were conducting a search for new members.
“I’d been involved with the centre in my
professional life, referring young women to
them for support. After all they’ve given my
clients, I thought I had something to give
back.”
Fab Fem, it seems, will be a chance for
everyone to give back to a centre that’s
helped so many.
The Fab Fem Fundraiser happens at the
West End Cultural Centre on Wednesday,
Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $20 and you can
get them by calling 204-477-1123 or visiting
www.fgwrc.ca.

FOOD REVIEW

Re-imagined Osborne Village restaurant back in business
Menu and atmosphere will undoubtedly draw a strong crowd
Aaron Snider

Culture reporter

Bistrot by Basil
137 Osborne St.

After sitting annoyingly closed for nearly
four years, an Osborne Village institution
has re-emerged with a new way of doing
things.
My partner and I stopped into Bistrot by
Basil on a recent Tuesday evening around
9:30 p.m. The dining room was mostly
empty and we chose to sit at one of several
higher, square bistro tables.
Once we became accustomed to the dim
light we began to look around the renovated
space.
The interior decor was appealing and
relaxing despite being an odd mix of different styles. A classical mural painting on one
wall contrasts with a more modern wooden
design behind the bar and pillars laden with
broken plates and seashells.
The music was equally eclectic, though
with less satisfying results.
Marvin Gaye and Frank Sinatra fit right
in with our drinks, tapas and the relaxing
atmosphere. Kings of Leon and Lily Allen
did not.
From the moment we sat down the service was excellent, though it’s difficult to say
whether or not this was because of the slow
night.
We started with the baba ganoush, which
lived up to the menu’s garlicky description.
The fire-roasted ganoush was fantastic, but
was served with pita that was slightly too soft
to perform its dipping duties to satisfaction.
Following this we ordered a thin-crust
pizza with brie and sun-dried tomato and a
healthy chickpea salad.

DYLAN HEWLETT

The pizza promptly put all previously
experienced pizzas to shame and led to
some perhaps overly enthusiastic praises for
both brie and sundried tomatoes, though it
was clearly their team effort that won our
hearts.
The chickpea salad was massive and pretty
good, but monotonous and all but swimming in its lemony dressing.
Perhaps we were just too overwhelmed by
the pizza to give it an honest attempt. We’ll
never know.

The menu is basically split into tapas, salads and pizzas, which really lends to the leisurely feel of the new Basil’s.
A few friends showed up as we were finishing up the food to join us for a couple
drinks, and at no point did we feel rushed or
that we needed to move on.
The tapas items all looked like they were
great to share, and our latecomer friends
tucked into some calamari while we all
lounged and laughed at people attempting
to parallel park on the busy street outside

our window.
Overall, the evening was marked by a
sense of relief that this prime Village real
estate was back up and running.
Bistrot by Basil couldn’t ask for a better location, and they’ve capitalized on the
neighbourhood with a menu and an atmosphere that will undoubtedly draw a strong
crowd of return customers who want to kick
back and hang out.
They’ll just have to find their fix of good
music somewhere else.
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Be yourself, but be cautious
In today's job market, considering how you portray yourself online is important
Aaron Snider

Culture reporter
Spring is fast approaching, and in the student world that means mostly one thing:
a mad dash to scoop up the most fun and
lucrative summer jobs before everyone else.
And if you happen to be graduating, the
stakes are even higher.
So after you’ve blown the dust off that
stack of old resumes and made the obligatory humble-boast phone calls to all your
dream employers, it might be time to clean
up your online image before heading out to
shake hands.
In a job market saturated with undergrads, employers are in a position to be as
selective as they want.
So, if they type your name into a Google
search and come across your moonlighting
work as a forum troll, they’re under no obligation to make a last ditch effort to catch
your killer resume and cover letter as they
fall into the shredder.
Wade Miller, co-founder of Pinnacle
Staffing Solutions, says that employers are
certainly checking out their candidates.
“People have to remember that anything
that is out in public is available for employers to see as well,” Miller says. “That’s something you really have to think about. What
is your image in the world?”
Your physical charm won’t necessarily
trump a potentially negative web search.
“It’s not less significant, it’s not separate, it is who you are,” says Georgy Cohen,
founder and principal of Crosstown Digital
Communications, a consulting firm based in
Massachusetts.
“So just like you wouldn’t go to a job
interview wearing a stained shirt, drunk and
disheveled, or not knowing what you’re talking about, you should have your presentation of yourself online straight as well,”
Cohen says.
It might seem easier to simply opt out,
change your Facebook privacy settings to the
maximum and join the Luddites, but you’d
have to take the entire Internet down with
you.
“You can not be there, depending on your
career or what you’re doing, but that said,
people are going to be talking about you
online anyway,” Cohen says. “People are
finding ways to assess you and represent you
without you representing yourself.”
Cohen uses the example of an offline lawyer who still gets reviewed by clients online
for all to see, but it’s just as easy to imagine your friends tweeting your name without your permission.
It’s important to remember that things
on the Internet never go away, Cohen says.
Your past indiscretions are like pesky virtual
ghosts.
“Be aware of what’s out there because
it’s just as much fair game in how we assess
people as in-person or any other context,”
Cohen says.
The best method may be to create your
own online presence and take an active role
in determining what people see when they
start to dig around.
This could include everything from maintaining an up-to-date LinkedIn profile to
purchasing your own domain name and creating links to all relevant information.

Three tips for managing
your online presence
The Internet is like a jungle, except instead of
wrestling hungry panthers you have an unruly
reputation to wrangle. Georgy Cohen provides
some suggestions for taking control of the
impression you give online. Here are some relevant tips:
1. Search for yourself. What you see will be the
first thing that a potential employer will see, so
this is a good way to gauge if you come across in
a positive or some other shade of light. “Google
is your best friend and your worst enemy,” Cohen
says.

ARANDA ADAMS

From her experience in helping people
establish themselves online, Cohen warns
against common pitfalls.
“There’s two kinds of terrible,” she says.
“Terrible in that it’s neglected or out of date if you’re going to be out there you don’t want
it to look like garbage.”
This includes things like tacky web design
and pages with poor grammar and spelling
that present obsolete information.
“On the other end there are people that
try too hard,” Cohen says. “The more you let
your work and who you are speak for itself,
in the end that’s going to make you or break
you.”
This all sounds like a lot of work because
it is.
The truth is that most students who just
want to do their four months of data input
slave-dronery probably don’t need to care as
much as a prospective politician or executive.
“A lot of the time, administrative experience doesn’t involve a lot of Internet presence,” says Mohamed Hassan, branch manager of the Winnipeg-based Staffmax, a staffing and recruiting agency.
“If the person does have the experience in
that placement and you do a reference check,
there’s not a lot, short of a police record or
something like that, that would make me see
them in a negative light,” says Hassan, whose
branch hires for many temporary positions.
Sales positions, on the other hand, are
more visible.
“A lot of companies are image-conscious,”
Hassan says. “So, for example, if a certain
company is hiring an individual to be sales
representative, and their Facebook is contradictory with the image of that company,
2. Develop a strategy. “Own your name,” Cohen
says. What about yourself do you want the online
public to notice: the candid photos of your most
recent night out on the town or your volunteer
experience working with injured bunnies?
3. Maintain a hub. “Be mindful and attentive to it,”
Cohen says. Purchasing your own domain name
allows you to provide the first and last word on
your own character, as well as to provide stable links to your Facebook, Twitter and whichever
other social media sites you deem suitable for a
broad viewing audience.
Visit www.tinyurl.com/cohenbrandtips to
read Cohen’s blog about online branding for
www.workawesome.com.

then it would make sense not to go forward
with that candidate.”
Miller suggests that the best approach to
online presence management is to think like
the people you want to work for.
“I think the important thing is to use

common sense,” Miller says. “And if you
were a future employer, what would you not
want to see or what would you want to see in
a future employee.
“Just be yourself, but at the same time be
very cautious.”
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AWARDS & FINANCIAL AID
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG AWARDS:
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/services-awards

Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries
The General Bursary Program for students with financial
need is now closed. The deadline was Jan. 30, 2012. Those
that applied will receive notification of the results near
the end of February through their webmail account.
The Graduate & Professional Studies Expenses Bursary is
now available for application for students in their final
year of an honours or B.Ed. program who are applying
to pursue post-undergraduate studies. These awards are
given out on a first-come, first-served basis and will be
available for application until the funds are exhausted.
Application forms are available on our website: http://
www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/services-awd-bursaries.

T4A tax forms for awards received in 2011
In order to properly receive a tax receipt (T4A) for awards
received from the University of Winnipeg in 2011, we must
have your current address and social insurance number
on file.
If you need to update or provide this information, you can
do this one of two ways:
Email studentcentral@uwinnipeg.ca with your name,

complete address and social insurance number, if needed.
Visit Student Central in person - 1st Floor Centennial

Hall.

This is very important. You must have this update
completed by Wednesday, Feb. 15 in order for us to
capture your information for your tax receipt.

The Awards and Financial Aid staff of the University of Winnipeg provides the student body with current information on award
opportunities. This information is updated weekly.

Tax receipts will be mailed to the address you have
recorded on your student account at the end of February.

Deadline: Feb. 10, 2012

Robert E. Oliver Scholarship

Designed to recognize the contributions of young

Deadline: Feb. 27, 2012

great work. In 2012, four scholarships of $500 each will be
awarded to young people under the age of 25 who have
made a difference in the community.

Each year, Advertising Standards Council awards one
$1,500 scholarship to a full-time post-secondary student
who is enrolled in an undergraduate advertising or
marketing program at a Canadian university or college.
Robert E. Oliver was ASC’s first president and a pioneer
of Canadian advertising self-regulation. He played a key
role in developing the Canadian Code of Advertising
Standards. To honour his contribution, this award recognizes students with a record of outstanding academic
achievement and community service who are committed
to pursuing a career in advertising or marketing.

Manitoba Student Aid Program (MSAP): community leaders and encourage them to keep up the
Applications to Manitoba Student Aid for the Fall/Winter
2011-12 or Winter term only sessions are still being
accepted until Feb. 20, 2012. Students can apply online at:
www.manitobastudentaid.ca.

Visit: www.edc.ca/scholarships

Tuition Fee Deferral

The Manitoba Legislative Internship Program

Government Student Aid recipients that applied before
Dec. 16, 2011 had been given Tuition Fee Deferral until Feb.
4 to pay their outstanding fees.

Deadline: Feb. 14, 2012

What does Tuition Fee Deferral mean?
You have been given a one-month grace period so that:
a. Your registration is not cancelled, and
b. You are not charged late payment fees.
NOTE: If your tuition payment was not received by Feb. 4,

you will have to make financial arrangements in person
at Student Central to ensure your registration is not
cancelled. Bring your government student aid documents
with you to show proof of pending payment(s). Late fees
may apply.

External Awards:
The university is often notified by companies and
organizations about awards they have for students in
post-secondary education. Here are a few awards that are
available right now:

United Way Youth Leaders in Action Scholarship

Gain first-hand experience in the legislative process and
work with Members of the Legislative Assembly and their
caucuses in policy research. The Manitoba Legislative
Assembly Internship Program is open to six Manitoba
students in a degree program in any discipline at a
Manitoba university and to permanent Manitoba residents
studying outside the province. Students must have
graduated by September 2012.
Visit: http://www.gov.mb.ca/legislature/info/internship.
html

Women of Distinction Awards
Deadline: Feb. 27, 2012

This award recognizes a woman's outstanding achievements in the expression, performance, development,
preservation or patronage of the visual, literary, performing or creative arts. She may express herself artistically,
encourage others to find their own creative expression
and/or promote the value of the arts as integral to the
life of the community. Submit your nomination by the
early bird deadline of Feb. 14 for a chance to win two free
tickets for the gala event.
Visit: http://www.ymcaywca.mb.ca/wodnomination.html
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Visit: http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/services-awdexternal to obtain an application form.

RBC Aboriginal Student Awards Program
Deadline: Feb. 28, 2012

Selected students are awarded up to $4,000 each
academic year for two to four years to use towards
tuition, textbooks, supplies and living expenses. RBC
awards 10 scholarships in two categories: 1) for students
majoring in disciplines related to the financial services
industry, 2) for students majoring in disciplines unrelated
to the financial services industry.
Visit: http://www.rbc.com/careers/aboriginal_student_awards.html

Kiwanis Club of Winnipeg: Manitoba Citizens’
Bursary Fund for Aboriginal Peoples
Deadline: Feb. 28, 2012

This annual award is open to aboriginal students from
the University of Winnipeg, University of Manitoba
and Brandon University. You must be a student
with aboriginal ancestry (First Nations, Métis or
Inuit) and demonstrate financial need. Students
must maintain satisfactory grades to retain their
eligibility. Points will be given for extra-curricular/
volunteer activities. The applicant must also
submit a student history or a transcript with this
application form. Bursaries range from $200 to
$500 each.
Visit: http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/servicesawd-external to obtain an application form.

CWRA Scholarships in Water Resources
Deadline: Feb. 28, 2012

The Canadian Water Resources Association offers
five scholarships annually. These scholarships are
available to graduate students whose programs
of study focus upon applied, natural or social
science aspects of water resources. A decision will
be announced in June 2012.
Visit: http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/servicesawd-external to obtain an application form.

Manitoba NEAHR Program
Deadlines: Feb. 28, 2012 (New Investigator),
March 1, 2012 (Graduate Fellowship), March 2,
2012 (Summer Internship)

$tudent pricing

*

The Manitoba Network Environment for Aboriginal
Health Research (NEAHR) Program seeks to
expand the pool of indigenous health researchers
and contribute to the development of a sustainable and collaborative research environment
for First Nations, Métis and Inuit communities in
Manitoba.
Visit: http://umanitoba.ca/faculties/medicine/
units/community_health_sciences/departmental_units/ cahr/training/6016.html
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Solutions to this week’s sudoku and crossword in next week's issue.
sudoku Skill level: Difficult
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bestcrosswords.com

Across
1- Jackie's predecessor
6- Go back, in a way
10- Mogul capital until 1658
14- Goes into business
15- ___ avis
16- Follow
17- Org.
18- Formerly, formerly
19- ___ extra cost
20- Small box for holding

62- Party-thrower

Quaker product?

38- Clear the board

song

63- Shrivelled, without

10- Maker of Pong

42- Brief passing look

31- During the recent past

moisture

11- Entrances

43- Parliament of Poland

37- Best of a group

64- Property claims

12- Wash lightly

47- Likely to change

39- Friend of Fidel

65- Draft picks

13- At ___ for words

48- Russian country house

40- Pointed arch

66- Grandson of Adam

21- June 6, 1944

49- Sign up

41- Tumbler

67- Dodge

23- Olds model

50- Temporary stop

44- Broad smile

Down

25- Elects

51- "Awake and Sing!"

26- Again

playwright

27- French novelist

52- Buenos ___

28- Came down to earth

54- Nothing

29- Fiddlesticks!

55- Chicken cordon ___

32- Acclaim

56- Travel

33- Great ash tree

57- "___ quam videri"

34- Green land

(North Carolina's motto)

35- Alamo rival

60- Dusk, to Donne

46- First-born
48- Place in a bank account
52- Cracked

tea leaves

53- Head garland

22- Fondle
24- High hair style
25- Traveling bags
26- Rhododendron kin
29- Prod

30- Vincent Lopez's theme

45- What there oughta be

54- Formerly Southern
Rhodesia
58- Rock's Motley ___
59- Equal

1- Castle ring
2- Basilica area
3- City near Phoenix
4- Vaccinate
5- Elude
6- Hives
7- Not any
8- AMA members
9- Bread-like item made of

61- Cruise stops

When it comes to dating,
there are no rules

36- 1996 Tony-winning
musical
Solutions to puzzles from the February 2, 2012 issue.
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If you’re someone who follows my blog or
that guy who looks over my shoulder on
the bus while I text, you know that I am
now seeing someone.
It’s been a lot of fun so far and I’m enjoying my relationship almost as much as my
enemies are relishing the thought of throwing this article in my face if we break up in
some horrendous way.
My current beau and I were friends first,
and now that we’re together I wanted to
give some advice to all the fellas out there
who are trying to sweep some girl off her
feet.
The more I thought about it I realized
that what brought us together was not
some magic formula, and it wouldn’t work
on anyone else if it were.
So here it is, dear reader - advice you
won’t be able to use if you’re trying to date
anyone but me.
I guess since I’m “off the market” now,
you won’t really be able to use it on anyone.
Well, here it is anyway. Happy Valentine’s Day!
Get in her “friend zone”
Stay there for almost two years.
Do a lot of really nice gentlemanly things
for her while simultaneously being a shoulder to cry on when she complains about
whatever emotionally unavailable guy she’s
been obsessing over that week.
You’ll get barely intelligible calls in the
middle of the night where she’ll basically
sob at you for say, 45 minutes.
Take every one of those calls, then give
her really great advice that she probably
won’t follow, which will start the process
over again.
Have frequent and graphic conversations about poop
... or any bodily function, really.
You should be comfortable enough with
each other to discuss your most disgusting
and disturbing habits at length.
Take her to Denny’s
Not just once.
Go to Denny’s so much that you know
all the employees’ names.
Not only that, but they should know
exactly what to prepare for you upon
arrival.
It should get to the point where if you
don’t go for a couple of weeks, it is a legitimate cause for concern amongst the Denny’s staff.
Play laser tag
Go to a warehouse with mostly dudes
and spend Saturday nights pointing cartoonish guns at each other, taking the odd
break to drink grape Fanta and play Tetris.
If you’re going for bonus points, go back
to your place and fall asleep chastely on the
couch after watching hours’ worth of Astro
Boy DVDs.
I wrote this for a bit of a laugh, but also
to arrive at this point: there are no “rules”
to follow in the dating world.
It’s confusing and if you spend too much
time trying to figure out what works and
what doesn’t, your brain will start to drip
out of your nose.
Be the most honest version of yourself
that you can be, tell people the truth and
try not to treat anyone like shit.
Somewhere down the line, someone
cool is going to notice.
Have a question about relationships you
would like Melanie to address in a future
column? Email it to melanie_dahling@hotmail.com with “Open Relationship” in the
subject line. Visit www.melaniedahling.
wordpress.com.
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